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LETTER TO STAKEHOLDERS

Dear Readers, 

we are pleased to present 
this second edition of the 
Sustainability Report for the 
year 2021, an expression 
of our renewed commitment 
in reporting the economic, 
environmental and social 
performance of our activities, 
with particular attention to 
Valsoia’s position vis-à-vis its 
employees and stakeholders alike.
Sustainability is an integral part of our corporate vi-
sion and mission. From the outset, we have adopted 
an approach oriented towards responsible manage-
ment of the entire organisation, promoting a busi-
ness culture based on fairness and transparency in 
our operations, guaranteeing solidity and continuity, 
preventing risks and creating value for all those with 
whom we operate.
For Valsoia, sustainability means telling its own iden-
tity values by sharing objectives and responsibilities 
through interaction with its stakeholders.
This Report is a voluntary non-financial report for 
employees, shareholders and investors, suppliers 
and partners, retailers and consumers who wish to 
learn more about our Food Project and its main ac-
tivities.

Valsoia's Food Project focuses on consumers, and, 
hence, the community at large and the environment, 
recommending daily food choices that promote the 
health and well-being of people who have chosen 
our Brands.

The pandemic has posed unprecedented challenges 
that we have addressed by putting the health and 
safety of our employees in the workplace first, while 
ensuring the continuity of our business operations. 
Consumption and sales of our Brands for both Divi-
sions (Health Food and Traditional Food) increased 
in 2021, along with a significant growth of our pres-
ence abroad. We continued with important invest-
ments both in communication and in product and 
"business system" innovation.

In this year, we have successfully completed and 
implemented some extraordinary operations: the 
acquisition of "Piadina Loriana”, the second brand 
in the piadina market; the implementation of the 
distribution of the "Oreo O's Cereal" brand, and the 
acquisition of the Swedish Green Food Company, a 
company specialised in the import and distribution 
of 100% plant based products in Sweden.
We also reached an agreement, effective as of 
January 1, 2022, with Valle’ Italia S.r.l. (undisputed 
leader in the plant based margarine market) for the 
exclusive distribution of the entire Valle’ brand prod-
uct portfolio in Italy, and finalised, during the first 
months of 2021, an important new partnership in 
the USA with the World Finer Food Ltd, one of the 
most important and accredited food distributors in 
North America.
Last but not least, we have launched a project to 
measure the environmental impact (carbon foot-
print) of our beverages, with the aim of assessing 
our contribution to the issues of climate change and 
carbon neutrality and, more generally, vis-à-vis the 
Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) defined in 
the United Nations 2030 Agenda.

It is our firm determination to continue improving 
our work, constantly monitoring the effects of our 
actions on people and the environment, while main-
taining an open and constructive dialogue with all 
our stakeholders. 

Chief Executive Officer
and General ManagerChairman
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METHODOLOGY NOTE

METHODOLOGY NOTE

This Sustainability Report discusses the Company’s activities, its results and, in particular, the issues 
considered relevant to the community and the environment in 2021.
The Sustainability Report is a fundamental tool for interacting with our stakeholders, which can 
promote dialogue and opportunities for mutual improvement and growth.
This document does not constitute the Consolidated Non-Financial Statement (NFS) required by 
Legislative Decree 254/16.

The document is distributed to all Valsoia stakeholders via publication on the institutional website 
www.valsoiaspa.com, as well as a presentation to all direct employees of the Company.

The Reporting Scope

The scope of the social and environmental data and information provided herein refers to Valsoia 
S.p.A. operating in: 
• Registered Office on Via Ilio Barontini, 16/5 - 40138 Bologna - Italy
• Production Facility on C.so Matteotti 13 - 13037 Serravalle Sesia (VC) – Italy

The scope does not include the following Subsidiaries: Valsoia Pronova d.o.o., located in Ljubljana 
(Slovenia), and Swedish Green Food Company, located in Sodertalje (Sweden), both of which are 
100% owned.
The Company has no branch offices.

The Report Format

The Report comprises six Chapters: 

In the initial part of the Report, these Chapters are preceded by the Letter to the Stakeholders and 
the following Sections: Sustainability Objectives, Significant Events During the Period, and this 
Methodology Note.

1. Identity 2. Responsible Business Management 3. Economic Capital

4. Human Capital 6. Natural Capital5. Social and Relational Capital

Reporting Standards 
and Process

This Report has been prepared in accordance with the 'Sustainability Reporting Standards' defined 
by the Global Reporting Initiative (GRI).
The collection and consolidation of the information and data reported herein, occurred through a 
data collection process prepared in the second half of 2020 and subsequently updated in 2021, 
with the involvement of the Corporate Departments, and approval by the Directors.
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The Valsoia Stakeholders

The stakeholder map, provided in Chapter 'Sustainability and Value Creation' was updated by di-
rectly involving the Chief Executive Officer and General Manager, the Sustainability Project Man-
ager, all the Managers and a variety of Company representatives, thus achieving an accurate census 
of all the subjects who interact with the Company.
Each category identified represents different expectations with respect to issues of responsibility 
and sustainability.
For more detailed information, refer to the section entitled “Stakeholders and Methods of Involve-
ment” (Chapter “Sustainability and Value Creation”).

Materiality Analysis 
and Content Definition

The process of identifying relevant issues has been assessed by evaluating the internal and external 
documents of different corporate areas, which elucidate the most important sustainability-related 
topics upon which the Report focuses. Specifically, the relevant issues were selected according 
to the size of impacts generated (positive and negative) and the repercussions they may have on 
stakeholder decisions.

Compared to the contents of the 2019-2020 Sustainability Report, the following topics were in-
cluded in this Report: Diversity and Inclusion, Carbon Footprint, Waste Management and Circular 
Economy, Packaging and Cybersecurity.

Detail of Information required pursuant to 
Legislative Decree 254/2016, and Material Issues

Although Valsoia is not required to comply with Legislative Decree 254/16, each scope of the 
Decree has been accounted for within this Report. Several material issues identified by the above 
analysis are consistent with the Non-Financial Disclosures Act.

The main management models and policies adopted by the Group:
• Organisational Model for the prevention of offences against the Company (Legislative Decree 
231/2001)
• ISO 50001 Energy Efficiency Certification
• Code of Ethics 231 and its implementation system
• Model for personal data protection
• Protocol for Covid-19 contagion-prevention measures
• Policy for the use of IT tools.

These policies are an integral part of Model 231.

METHODOLOGY NOTE 7



Economic Capital

1. Total investment in Production and R&D of at least 2 million Euro.

2. Conduction of at least 10 audits of Suppliers and Industrial Partners to monitor quality parameters.

3. Maintenance of the 98% share of the total value of supplies subject to qualification in the total value of supplies.

4. Achievement of 77% share of the value of supplies in Italy.

5. Launch of a system to monitor the corporate social responsibility of suppliers towards their employees, including some social 
parameters (Management Systems used, Certifications, Accidents) in the current checklist.

6. Launch of the project for the implementation of a Vendor Rating system, which includes the evaluation of social and environ-
mental sustainability aspects.

1. Around 2 million Euro were invested in a new ice cream production line, modernisation of the soy bean extraction department 
and new tanks for storing raw materials.

2. 11 Audits of Suppliers and Industrial Partners, in line with 2021 Audit Plan.

3. Target achieved, with 98.5% share.

4. 82.16% share reached.

5. Updated social responsibility monitoring system, for the fruit supply category.

6. Project underway.

2021 GOALS

2021 RESULTS

 һ Investments of over 2 million Euro for further innovation and efficiency improvements.

 һ Drafting of a Sustainability Plan for the 2021-2023 three-year period. 

 һ Assessment of the mandatory non-financial reporting areas of the new European CSRD (Corporate Sustainability Reporting 
Directive)(1), and voluntary compliance with the reporting standard issued by the SASB (Sustainability Accounting Standard 
Board).

 һ Implementation of at least 10 Supplier Audits, after verification of constraints imposed by the Covid-19 emergency.

 һ Expansion of the supplier corporate responsibility monitoring system by extending data collection to the grain and soy bean 
supplier category.

 һ Consolidation and extension of the supplier management system, integrating in the commercial area some information related 
to the quality of the supply and the number of qualitative non-conformities identified by the Quality Control Team.

 һ Reduction of the annual CO2 emissions by approximately 130 tons, by expanding the use of inter-modal option in the trans-
portation of products.

2022 COMMITMENTS

2021 RESULTS AND 2022 COMMITMENTS

2021 RESULTS AND 2022 COMMITMENTS

The table below shows the sustainability objectives defined in the Report, the results achieved during 2021, 
and, finally, the commitments that Valsoia is committed to undertaking in 2022. The objectives are classified 
with respect to the four types of capital upon which this Report is based (economic capital, human capital, 
social and relational capital, and natural capital).

8



Human Capital

1. Continuation of the skills development program for Key People, through a series of periodic meetings on a quarterly basis.

2. Maintenance of the % share of permanent contracts above 92%, and of full-time contracts above 96%.

3. Implementation of at least 800 total hours of training.

4. Collaboration with postgraduate Masters Programmes in the academic environment.

5. Maintenance of the injury frequency index below a value of 2.

1. Tailor-made training courses have been designed in order to strengthen managerial and relational skills.

2. Objective achieved, with the percentage of permanent contracts at 94%, and full-time contracts at 97.7%.

3. 2,117 total hours of training were delivered.

4. Partnership in place with CUOA Business School for Project Work in the Trade Marketing field.

5. Target achieved, with injury frequency index below 2.

2021 GOALS

2021 RESULTS

 һ Expansion of the Key People development program, with activities diversified by role and seniority.

 һ Continuation of training courses focused on strengthening managerial skills, including specific individual coaching sessions.

 һ Delivery of at least 2,000 hours of training.

 һ Implementation of initiatives aimed at improving internal communication, and adoption of an internal corporate portal.

 һ Redefinition of office space layouts with attention to new organisational needs.

 һ Maintenance of the quota of permanent contracts >92% and full time >96%.

 һ Maintenance of the injury frequency index below a value of 2.

2022 COMMITMENTS

2021 RESULTS AND 2022 COMMITMENTS 9



 һ Development and launch of new sugar-free products in the yoghurt line.

 һ Reduction in the release to the market of sugar per litre/kilo by 5% over 3 years.

 һ Increase of the level of penetration of points of purchase of a product (Diete.Tic) offered as alternative to sugar, in order to 
promote its use by consumers.

 һ Continuation of Food Safety training (at least 20 hours).

 һ Allocation of approximately 200,000 Euro to social investments in the community and the territory (charitable donations and 
sponsorships), with support and partnership activities.

2022 COMMITMENTS

Social and Relational Capital

1. Maintenance of the IFS Food Certification at HIGH level.

2. Delivery of at least 15 hours of Food Safety training.

2021 GOALS

1. Objective met.

2. 28 hours of Food Safety training delivered.

2021 RESULTS

2021 RESULTS AND 2022 COMMITMENTS10



Natural Capital

1. Reduction of methane consumption by approximately 5%, by increasing the efficiency of burners used in steam generators.

2. Inspection at least twice a year of the level of pollutant emissions to ensure that they are below the values required by current 
regulatory provisions.

3. Testing and calibration of the new sanitiser-dosing system installed in September 2020 to further eliminate plastic.

4. Study and implementation of water recovery from internal wells for an amount equal to 10% of the total annual consumption.

1. Reduced methane consumption by 6%, through: rationalisation of the use of steam generators, optimisation of shifts and 
consequent reduction of steam lost in production queues.

2. Objective achieved, with pollutant emission tests complying with current regulatory provisions.

3. Objective met.

4. Study and intervention performed.

2021 GOALS

2021 RESULTS

 һ Maintenance of the achieved level of methane consumption.

 һ Assessment of the environmental impact (Carbon Footprint) of beverages (21 products) with third-party certification of the 
data, to serve as the basis for planning subsequent CO2 reduction targets.

 һ Retention of 100% of Okira and Okara production by-products in external circular economy processes.

 һ Project and economic evaluation of possible alternative solutions for the reuse of production by-products (Okira and Okara) 
within a circular economy perspective, leveraging the methane component of waste.

2022 COMMITMENTS

2021 RESULTS AND 2022 COMMITMENTS 11



2021

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING THE PERIOD

Acquisition 
of Piadina Loriana

Partnership in the USA 
with the US 
distribution 

company WFF 
(World Finer Food)

Distribution 
of Oreo O's 

products

Continuation of the 
distribution of 
natural 100% 
plant based 

“food supplements” 
for the GDO [large-scale 

distribution] channel

Release of the 1st 
2019-2020 

Sustainability 
ReportExtension 

of the "sugar-free" 
drinks line

Launch 
of new products 

(“Grand Cookie” ice cream, 
plant based "super sausage"(3), 
line of plant based oat-based 
yoghurt, oat-based hazelnut 

and cocoa sugar-free 
spreadable cream)

Acquisition of the 
Swedish Green company 

Food Company(1) 

Agreement 
with the Company 

Valle’ Italia(2) 

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING THE PERIOD

(3) Innovative product of very high quality 
compared to the benchmarks of traditional 
products.

(1) Swedish Green Food Company AB specialis-
es in the import and distribution of 100% plant 
based products in Sweden and Europe.

(2) The agreement for the exclusive distri-
bution in Italy of the entire portfolio of 
“Valle’” branded products, effective on 
January 1, 2022.
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IDENTITY

SUSTAINABILITY 
REPORT 
2021
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VALSOIA AT A GLANCE

Valsoia was founded in 1990 as a pioneer of alternative plant based products in Italy, 
becoming a leader in the sector. Over the past 10 years, Valsoia has also expanded its 
product portfolio with leading traditional-food brands.

Valsoia’s mission is to provide healthy, functional, nutritionally balanced, tasty and 
pleasant breakfast-to-dinner products inspired by Italian culinary tradition and cul-
ture.

Over 11 
Millions 

of families 
in Italy 

Over 130
mil. EURO 
of turnover 

(Stock Market: over 
90 mil. Euro in net 

sales revenues)

Since July 14, 2006, 
Valsoia S.p.A. has 
been listed on the 
Stock Exchange 

Euronext Milan 
Market

managed by Borsa 
Italiana S.p.A.

21
Product 

categories

- Ambient
- Chilled
- Frozen

THE COMPANY

THE MISSION

BRANDS

KEY
INDICATORS 129

Employees

THE HEALTH FOOD DIVISION THE TRADITIONAL FOOD DIVISION

Valsoia stands out for its many years of experience in the food market, and boasts a wide portfolio of propri-
etary and distributed brands. The Company consistently ranks first or second in terms of market share in its 
segments of operation.

IDENTITY 15



HISTORY

Partnership in the USA 
with distributor WFF

Ours is an all-Italian story, born in the commitment and desire to contribute to the improvement of the quality 
of life that leverages highly innovative capabilities supported by significant investments in Research & Devel-
opment and communication to support its brands. 

Acquisition of the Swedish 
Green Food Company

Entry into the 
Food Supplements market

Acquisition of the 
Serravalle Sesia (VC) 

production facility

2001

Listed on the
Stock Exchange

2006

Birth 
of Valsoia

1990

Beginning of the 
internationalisation 

process

2014

Acquisition 
Diete.Tic

2017

Acquisition 
of the Santarosa and 

Pomodorissimo brands

2011

2021 2020

Agreement with 
Valle’ Italia

Acquisition 
of the Loriana brand

Distribution 
Oreo O’s products

IDENTITY16



PRODUCTS AND BRANDS

Valsoia products stand out for the quality of their 
food both in terms of health and leadership in per-
ceived quality.

The choice of soy as a raw material is due to this 
product’s nutritional properties and versatility, 
which allows the creation of a wide range of plant 
based products with high protein content, and can 
be used as an alternative to animal-based products. 
Over time, the Company has expanded its range of 
health products using plant based bases other than 
soy (oats, rice, almonds, coconut and cashews).
The Brand portfolio has also expanded through ac-
quisitions of and distribution agreements with food 
brands that are always leaders or co-leaders in their 

respective markets.
The Company’s products are distributed mainly in 
supermarkets and hypermarkets of the Italian large-
scale retail trade.
The Company is also the exclusive distributor in Italy 
of products under the Weetabix, Oreo O’s Cereal 
and Valle’ brands, and owns the following Brands: 
Diete.Tic (leader in the sweeteners market), Santa 
Rosa (ranking second in the traditional jams market) 
and Piadina Loriana purchased at the end of 2020 
(ranking second in the piadina market), and “Valsoia 
Bontà e Salute”, leader in the plant based alterna-
tives market in Italy. 

IDENTITY

PROPRIETARY TRADEMARKS DISTRIBUTED BRANDS
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CHEESE 
ALTERNATIVES 

MEAT 
ALTERNATIVES 

SLICED PRODUCTS 
ALTERNATIVES

MEALS HAZELNUT 
CREAM 

DRINKS YOGHURT 
ALTERNATIVES

ICE CREAM DESSERTS
(Chilled and Ambient)

High-quality soy drinks Organic products Food supplements

Valsoia breakfast to dinner plant based product range

Other brands

CONDIMENTS 
OTHERS 

PRODUCTS 

THE DIVISIONS

 The Health Food Division includes a wide range of breakfast-to-dinner products

IDENTITY18



FOOD DIVISION

Santa Rosa, purchased in 2011, is a historic brand of 
the Italian food tradition; it offers high-quality jams, 
choosing only the highest quality fruit through strict 
purchasing specifications.

Diete.Tic, purchased in 2017, is a liquid sugar-substi-
tute sweetener, obtained by means of a unique pat-
ented process. It is completely calorie-free and highly 
soluble and does not alter the taste of food and bev-
erages.

“LORIANA Piadina”, purchased at the end of 2020, 
was launched on the market at the beginning of the 
70s and over time secured the lion’s share of the Ital-
ian market. Its success is due to the uniqueness of the 
product, which maintains unaltered the quality and 
tradition of its Romagna origin.

Valsoia distributes Weetabix in Italy. The brand offers 
a range of whole wheat cereals for a healthy break-
fast. It is produced by the Weetabix Food Company. 
The cereals are unique, loved and appreciated all over 
the world.

OREO O’s cereals, whose production and marketing 
has been licensed to Weetabix Ltd by Mondelez In-
ternational (owner of the brand), is an iconic brand 
worldwide. In December 2020, Valsoia signed an 
agreement with Weetabix Ltd. for the exclusive dis-
tribution in Italy, which began in April 2021.

The Traditional Food Division includes brands encompassing traditional Italian food (Santa Rosa and Piadina 
Loriana), health products (Weetabix and Oreo O’s) and the leader in the liquid alternative to sugar segment 
(Diete.Tic). 

IDENTITY 19



SERRAVALLE SESIA 
Production Plant

FORLÌ 
PIADINA

SANGUINETTO 
JAMS

Production 
Planning

Production 

Preferred 
suppliers

Outsourced
Production

Quality
Control

Outsourced 
Distribution

Preferred 
suppliers

Outsourced 
Production

Quality
Control

Valsoia provides 
third parties with:

semi-finished 
products

product specs

Valsoia provides 
third parties 
with product

Research 
& Development

Headquarters 
Bologna

Ambient

Chilled

Frozen

Own production Partially outsourced Fully outsourced

P
ro

d
u

ct
io

n
 P

ro
ce

ss

THE PRODUCTION MODEL

The Serravalle Sesia (VC) production facility comprises three areas together with the heart of the processing of 
health products: the processing of extracts. 
The R&D and Quality Assurance functions for all the Group’s brands and products are also located at the fa-
cility.
The Serravalle facility manufactures: finished products (ice cream, extracts for plant-based drinks and sweet-
eners) and semi-finished products (yoghurt and desserts/other product lines).

IDENTITY20
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UNITED STATES 
OF AMERICA

HONDURAS

COSTA RICA

URUGUAY

CENTRAL 
AFRICAN 
REPUBLIC

BRASIL

UNITED ARAB 
EMIRATES

NEW ZELAND

CHINA
SOUTH 
KOREA

ISRAEL

VALSOIA IN THE WORLD

Valsoia is currently present in 40 countries. 
Export Turnover continues its strong growth (+ 8.5% 2021 vs. 2020). 
Approximately 25% of ice cream and hazelnut spread and 14% of beverage revenues come from foreign 
markets.

CANADA

IDENTITY22



Norway

Sweden
Finland

Estonia

Latvia

Lithuania

Poland

Romania

Greece

Albania

Malta

Macedonia

Italy

Spain

Portugal

France

United Kingdom

Iceland

the Netherlands

Denmark

Belgium

Germany

Czech Republic

Hungary

Slovenia

Switzerland

EUROPE

+8.5% 
(2021 vs 2020)

No foreign 
a export turnover

40
Countries

about 25%
(2021 vs 2020)

ice cream and 
hazelnut spread 
manufactured abroad
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MISSION AND VALUES

THE MISSION

VALUES VISION

To live a better, 
healthier life, 

in part through daily 
food choices.

•  Skills
•  Liability
•  Transparency
•  Integrity
•  Passion
•  Continuous Improvement

To contribute to the improvement of the quality of life, 
by offering healthy, 100% plant-based alternative foods, 

and traditional Premium brands.

IDENTITY24



PRODUCTION CHAIN AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT

The entire production chain of the Health Division 
is organised and controlled in order to prevent con-
tamination by cow’s milk, starting from the purchase 
of raw materials to the production and packaging of 
finished products.
The Valsoia Bontà e Salute brand is produced in Italy, 
with 100% non-genetically modified soy beans, with 

a scrupulous and methodical control of all the plant 
based bases used and of the entire supply chain.
Other proprietary brands are produced in Italy; in 
the case of Piadina Loriana, it is produced with raw 
ingredients (wheat) from the Romagna region.

In recent years, vegetarianism 
has become the diet of choice 
of a large share of the population 
in Italy, the European continent 
and the rest of the world.
Authoritative published scientific studies have 
shown that a plant-based diet, together with the 
consumption of cereals, legumes, and fruits, pre-
vents many diseases that are becoming common 
in developed countries, such as diabetes, obesity, 
some forms of cancer and cardiovascular diseases 
caused by high cholesterol.

According to Circle Economy estimates, also re-
ported in the CEN’s (Circular Economy Network) 
3rd Circular Economy Report, switching to healthi-
er diets with less red meat could reduce emissions 
by an estimated 20-50 billion tons of CO2-eq. per 
year.

Finally, according to the Health Economics and 
Disease Management Research Institute, increased 
consumption of plant-based foods would have a 
positive impact on public health and allow gov-
ernments to significantly reduce health-related 
spending. This research analysed the impact of a 
plant-based diet on direct and indirect health care 
costs to society, finding an important reduction in 
medical costs and hospitalisations.

The benefits of a plant-based diet

IDENTITY 25



IDENTITY

In the last decade, the debate 
on sustainable development 
helped generate 
increased awareness 
of environmental issues 
that afflict our planet 
and the need to work toward 
its preservation.
Indeed, a fundamental factor is often overlooked: 
the impact of our food choices on the environment. 

The components of the food chain are all those 
involved in the process of food production and 
consumption, which includes: food harvesting, 
production, preservation, storage, transportation, 
processing, packaging, trading, distribution, prepara-
tion, composition and consumption, and disposal of 
waste materials produced in a variety of stages.

In particular, as far as food consumption is con-
cerned, many scientific studies have shown so far 
that a properly planned vegetarian diet, is:

• nutritionally adequate, can provide health ben-
efits in the prevention and treatment of certain 
diseases, and is suitable for all stages of the life 
cycle;

• more environmentally sustainable than diets rich 
in animal products, as it uses fewer natural re-
sources and is associated with a lower environ-
mental impact. 

The current consumption of meat- and dairy-rich di-
ets worldwide is considered by some researchers to 
be no longer sustainable in the medium/long term; 
on the contrary, a reduction in products from live-
stock is considered an important way to ensure con-
tinuity in food availability while also safeguarding 
against climate change.
Indeed, a vegetarian diet promotes a lower use of 
water resources, pesticides and fertilisers, promot-
ing less land degradation, less pollution and less at-
mospheric warming.

According to estimates provided in the Circularity 
Gap Report 20211, produced by Circle Economy, the 
resources consumed globally in 2019 were 100.6 
Gt with the emission of 59.1 GtCO2-eq. (billions 
of CO2-eq tonnes). These values of global resource 
consumption and global greenhouse gas emissions 
are associated with the extraction and use of re-
sources and end uses for “societal needs”, including 
food.

 1 The Circularity Gap Report 2021 produced by Circle Economy in Amsterdam, analyses GHG emissions associated with resource extraction 
and initial processing, as well as those associated with end uses (housing, communication, mobility, health care, services, consumer goods 
and food).

The Contribution of Plant Nutrition to Sustainable Development 
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IDENTITY

The Weight of Milk on the Earth

LAND
CONSUMPTION   
m2

EUTROPHICATION
kg

GHG
EMISSIONS
kg

WATER 
CONSUMPTION
litres

Cow Milk

Oat Milk

Soy Milk

Almond Milk

Rice Milk 0.34

0.66

0.76

0 2 4 6 8 10

8.95

0.5

Cow Milk

Oat Milk

Soy Milk

Almond Milk

Rice Milk 1.06

1.62

4.69

0 2 4 6 8 10 12

10.65

1.5

Cow Milk

Oat Milk

Soy Milk

Almond Milk

Rice Milk 0.7

0.98

1.18

0 1 2 3

3.15

0.9

Cow Milk

Oat Milk

Soy Milk

Almond Milk

Rice Milk 27.8

269.81

371.46

0 200 400 600

628.2

48.24

Impact of the entire production chain of different products, per litre of milk.

source: OurWorldInData.org
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BUSINESS STRATEGY AND MODEL

Valsoia’s strategy rests on 6 Strategic Directives as-
sociated with the types of capital, upon which this 
Sustainability Report is based. These Directives are 
also associated with the following 12 Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs): SDG 1 (Zero Poverty), 
SDG 3 (Health and Wellness), SDG 4 (Quality Educa-
tion), SDG 5 (Gender Equality), SDG 6 (Clean Water 

and Sanitation), SDG 7 (Clean and Affordable Ener-
gy), SDG 8 (Decent Work and Economic Growth), 
SDG 9 (Industry, Innovation, and Infrastructure), 
SDG 12 (Responsible Consumption and Production), 
SDG 13 (Acting for Climate), SDG 16 (Peace, Justice, 
and Strong Institutions), SDG 17 (Partnership for the 
Goals).

 һ To increase economic capital through responsible gov-
ernance, market share growth, and adherence to the 
Company’s mission and values.

 һ To protect human capital through the enhancement of 
talents, ensuring high levels of health and safety in the 
workplace, and promoting the social and organisational 
well-being of the Company.

 һ To use natural resources responsibly, optimising their 
use in production processes, while maintaining a con-
stant check on the impacts on the environment.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL

HUMAN CAPITAL

NATURAL CAPITAL

SOCIAL AND RELATIONAL CAPITAL

 һ To support the Valsoia food project through investments 
in existing brands and the acquisition of new brands.

 һ To ensure high levels of product quality and safety 
through production flow control procedures and rigor-
ous food safety methods.

 һ Business model focused on consumers and brands tak-
ing care of relationships with all stakeholders.
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Valsoia operates on the domestic and international markets, adopting the business model illustrated in the 
figure.

BRAND 
IMAGE

M&A
OPERATION

PRODUCT
AND ENTERPRISE 

SYSTEM
INNOVATION

LEADERSHIP
PERCEIVED

QUALITY

INTERNAL AND
EXTERNAL

OPERATIONAL
EFFICIENCY

INTERNATIONAL
EXPANSION
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VALUE CREATION PROCESS

INPUT

In view of Input factors, such as: economic and structural resources, intellectual, human, social and relational 
resources, and natural resources, Valsoia produces the outputs represented below. A specific set of KPIs called 
the Sustainability Dashboard has been defined for these results. Each output was associated with the Sustain-
able Development Goals (SDGs) of the 2030 Agenda.

IDENTITY

•  Share capital
•  Debt Capital
•  Saving
•  Serravalle Sesia production facility
•  Sanguinetto production facility
•  IT Infrastructure and Software Systems
•  Organisation

ECONOMIC AND STRUCTURAL RESOURCES

• Integrity and Transparency
• Intellectual Property Rights
• Brands and associated know-how
• Food quality and safety protocols

INTELLECTUAL RESOURCES

• Specialist and managerial skills
• Talent and creativity
• Behaviour styles and values
• Safety and Security

HUMAN RESOURCES

• Relations with Retailers and Consumers
• Investor Relations
• Relations with Sector Associations
• Supplier Relations and Preferred Suppliers
• Relations with the Community and the Territory
• Partnership with the Academic World
• Media Relations

SOCIAL AND RELATIONAL RESOURCES

• Fossil energy
• Renewable Energy
• Raw materials
• Water

NATURAL RESOURCES

CORPORATE 
GOVERNANCE

INTERNAL CONTROL 
SYSTEM 
AND PROTECTION 
OF FINANCIAL AND 
NON-FINANCIAL RISKS
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• Qualitative selection of raw materials
• Cold chain control
• Emissions control
• Waste Management
• Analysis and control of water resources
• Applications of circular economy

• Turnover
• Assets
• EBITDA
• Market share
• Widespread availability of products

• Corporate reputation and brand reputation
• Compliance, Food Safety and Certifications
• Product innovation and patent filing
• Monitoring of non-financial risks

• Image of the Company and its employees
• Partnerships and Collaborations
• Corporate culture and climate
• Economic, social and environmental sustainability 
    in the supply chain

SOCIAL AND RELATIONAL

NATURAL

ECONOMIC AND STRUCTURAL

INTELLECTUAL

• Productivity and execution
• Training and professional development
• Specialist and managerial skills
• People engagement
• Accident reduction
• Corporate Upgrade

HUMAN

OUTPUT

GOVERNANCE 
OF SUSTAINABILITY
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS 
MANAGEMENT

SUSTAINABILITY 
REPORT 
2021
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RESPONSIBLE BUSINESS MANAGEMENT

RESPONSIBLE GOVERNANCE

It includes the shareholders of Valsoia S.p.A. and expresses the Company’s will, resolving in the 
manner and on the matters provided for by law and by the Articles of Association, both in ordinary and 
extraordinary meetings.

Together with the Board of Statutory Auditors, it is the body at the top of the Company’s governance 
structure. It is vested with all powers for routine and special administration, except for those which the 
law expressly attributes to the Shareholders’ meeting.

It has the task of supervising compliance with the law, the Articles of Association and the principles of 
proper administration of the Company.

He/she is responsible for preparing the Company’s accounting documents.

It supervises operation of and compliance with the Organisation, Management and Control Model, 
pursuant to Legislative Decree no. 231 of 2001, periodically reviewing it and updating it as warranted.

SHAREHOLDERS’ MEETING

BOARD OF DIRECTORS

BOARD OF STATUTORY AUDITORS

MANAGER IN CHARGE OF FINANCIAL REPORTING

SUPERVISORY BOARD (SB)

Since July 14, 2006, 
VALSOIA S.p.A. has been listed 
on the “Euronext Milan 
Market, managed by Borsa 
Italiana S.p.A.”. 
Valsoia has adopted a traditional system of Corpo-
rate Governance, inspired by the highest standards 
of transparency and correctness in the management 
of the Company and towards its stakeholders. The 
Board of Directors is inspired by the market best 
practices, and consists of 9 members, 2 of whom are 
independent.

Valsoia’s governance and organisational model is 
based on the accountability of its managers, who 
come from the market and have been selected on 
the basis of the strictest criteria. Fully competent 
and independent in their respective roles, they have 
solid experience in the Food & Beverage industry, 
and adopt an open approach to change and inno-
vation.
In addition to being an essential tool for ensuring 
the effective management and control of corporate 
activities, this system of corporate governance is 
aimed at creating value for shareholders, the qual-
ity and safety of the products offered to consumers, 
economic and financial stability, the control of busi-
ness risks and transparency towards the market.

The main governance bodies of the Company are:
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26.513% 
OTHERS

7.235% 
TRUST KOBRA

5.239%  
BURNELLI

61.013%  
FINSALUTE S.R.L.

With reference to the provisions of Art. 123 bis, 
paragraph 2, letter a) of the Consolidated Law on Fi-
nance (the TUF), in consideration of the size of the 
Company and its current structure, as well as the 
lack of significant subsidiaries, Valsoia has deemed 
it unnecessary, up to now, to implement any code 
of conduct regarding corporate governance, whose 
purpose is to set up internal committees with proac-
tive or consultative functions.

However, the Company reserves the right to assess 
the appropriateness of adopting a code of corporate 
governance conduct in the future, in light of its own 
corporate growth and future regulatory develop-
ments.
On the other hand, a Management Committee made 
up of Department Managers and the Chief Execu-
tive Officer and General Manager has been set up 
for internal purposes only, and whose tasks concern 
routine management.

SHAREHOLDER STRUCTURE
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(1) Appointed on April 27, 2020, in office until the approval of the 2022 Financial Statements.
(2) Chief Executive Officer (since April 23, 2015) and General Manager (since February 04, 2014).

(3) Appointed on March 13, 2020, in office until the approval of the 2022 Financial Statements.
(4) Appointed on April 23, 2015, in office until the approval of the 2023 Financial Statements. 

(5) Appointed by the Board of Directors on May 23, 2019. Since 1994 enrolled in the Register of Statutory Auditors.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS (1)

CHAIR Lorenzo Sassoli de Bianchi

DEPUTY CHAIR Furio Burnelli

DIRECTORS

Andrea Panzani
Susanna Zucchelli
Francesca Postacchini 
Gregorio Sassoli de Bianchi
Camilla Chiusoli
Patrizia Fogacci
Marco Montefameglio

CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER AND GENERAL MANAGER (2)

Andrea Panzani

BOARD OF STATUTORY AUDITORS (1)

CHAIR Gianfranco Tomassoli

STATUTORY 
AUDITORS

Claudia Spisni
Massimo Mezzogori

ALTERNATE 
AUDITORS

Massimo Bolognesi
Simonetta Frabetti

SUPERVISORY BOARD (3)

CHAIR Gianfranco Tomassoli

STANDING MEMBERS Maria Luisa Muserra
Giulia Benini

INDEPENDENT AUDITORS (4)

KPMG S.p.A.

MANAGER IN CHARGE OF FINANCIAL REPORTING (5)

Nicola Mastacchi

CORPORATE BODIES
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The organisational model adopted by Valsoia is based on the delegation and increasing responsibility of the 
management and its first line (key people): bottom-up teamwork, promoting active interaction and offering the 
basis for the definition of strategic plans and their implementation.

The development guidelines of the organisational model are based on integrate macro-processes whose ulti-
mate aim is to meet market needs:

ORGANISATIONAL STRUCTURE

(Consumer Marketing & Trade Marketing and Sales Departments), organised by business lines and distin-
guished by objectives of effectiveness, customer satisfaction (Brand Image), and objectives of turnover 
and margin growth.

(Technical Department to which Plant Management, Research and Development Unit and Quality Assurance 
Department report) oversees efficiency, cost optimisation and time-to-market.

(Organisation and Control Department and Information Systems) supervise the core processes of the Opera-
tions Department, and guarantee a coherent integration between the industrial process and the process 
of managing markets and customers.

(Administration and Finance, Purchasing and Logistics) oversee and supervise support and staff processes.

MARKET, CONSUMER AND CUSTOMER MANAGEMENT PROCESS 

INDUSTRIAL PROCESS

CENTRAL PROCESSES OR CENTRAL-LINE FUNCTIONS 

CORPORATE PROCESSES
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Administrative Office 
of the Chair

CEO/GM Assistant 
and Sustainability 

Advisor

Chief Executive 
Officer

and General Manager

Chairman 
and Board 

of Directors

Supply
Chain Sales

Manager in charge of accounting documentation

Export
Out Of 
Home 

Channels

Board member, reporting to the General Manager

Marketing 
and Trade 
Marketing

Organisation 
and Control, 
Information 

Systems

Technical 
Directorate, 
Production 

R&D, Quality 
Assurance

Finance, 
Legal, and 

Corporate Affairs 
Administration, 

HR
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INTERNAL CONTROL SYSTEMS

Valsoia adopted the first edition of the Organisation, 
Management and Control Model pursuant to Legis-
lative Decree no. 231 of 2001 (the “Model 231”) by 
resolution of the Board of Directors of December 
19, 2016, and updated its editions thereafter,  incor-
porating legislative and organisational changes, with 
the aim to encourage ethical behaviour and commit-
ment to compliance with the law, in order to prevent 
unlawful conduct on the basis of preliminary analysis 
of business activities and macro-areas of risk activi-
ties and macro-areas of risk. 

At present, the Model 231 is in its fourth edition, 
having been adopted by a Resolution of the Board of 
Directors on March 19, 2021. This latest version also 
acknowledges the adoption of the:

• Model for the protection of personal data;
• Policy for the correct use of the Company’s IT 

systems;
• Covid-19 contagion-prevention protocol;
• measures necessary to manage the Covid-19 

emergency.

The 231 Code of Ethics, which is an integral part 
of the 231 Model, defines the fundamental ethical 
principles applied by Valsoia in the pursuit of its pur-
poses and interests; adherence to it is considered 
essential for the proper conduct of business and for 
the protection of Valsoia’s reliability, reputation and 
image (Section I of the 231 Code of Ethics). The 231 
Code of Ethics establishes the rules of conduct and 
commitments that must be followed and complied 
with by anyone who works in any capacity with Val-
soia (Section II of the 231 Code of Ethics).

Valsoia’s commitment to prevent and combat active 
and passive corruption is fully described in the Code 
of Ethics, by which Valsoia rejects and punishes any 

The Model is published on the website www.valsoiaspa.com and 
on the corporate portal.

The structure of the Model 231 consists of a General 
Part, the 231 Code of Ethics, the whistle-blower pol-
icy and individual Protocols issued for the preven-
tion of the following crimes:

• crimes against the Public Administration;
• crimes against industry and commerce;
• corporate crimes and market abuse;
• offences relating to stolen goods, money laun-

dering, use of money, goods or assets of unlawful 
origin, and money laundering;

• occupational health and safety offences;
• environmental crimes;
• cyber crimes, unlawful data processing and cyber 

security;
• tax and smuggling offences.

In 2021, no criminal offences or failure to comply 
with the protocols and procedures set out in the 
Model were identified.

Organisation, Management and Control Model

Code of Ethics

corrupt behaviour of its interlocutors or partners.
The strict fulfilment of this commitment - both by 
the Company’s employees and by any third parties 
who work, directly or indirectly, for and with Valsoia 
- is pursued through the adoption of specific poli-
cies provided for by the 231 Model, which illustrate 
the rules and procedures to be observed in order to 
prevent corruption offences, as well as an effective 
disciplinary system and the introduction of specific 
contractual clauses to this end.
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In compliance with the regulatory provisions on 
whistleblowing, Valsoia, as of May 7, 2018, adopted 
a whistle-blower policy, which is also an integral part 
of the Model 231. 

The main purpose of this policy is to facilitate the 
flow of information on possible violations of the 
Model and, more generally, on potential unlawful 
conduct as defined in Legislative Decree no. 231 of 
2001, as well as to protect the whistle blower from 
any retaliation resulting from any complaint, thus 
ensuring an adequate system of acquisition, analysis 
and processing of reports on possible violations.

Reports can be made by any of the following meth-
ods: to the e-mail address of the SB (Supervisory 
Body) odv231@valsoiaspa.com; by regular mail, by 
sending a sealed envelope to the attention of the 
Supervisory Body, at Valsoia’s headquarters; or ver-
bally, by means of a statement made to one of the 
members of the SB.

The above-mentioned reporting methods are suit-
able for guaranteeing the confidentiality of the whis-
tle-blower.

In 2020, Valsoia adopted a policy for the use of IT 
tools ( the “Policy”) in order to:
 
• contribute to the maximum dissemination of the 

security culture in the Company, and to avoid that 
unconscious behaviours may trigger problems or 
threats to security during data processing;

• protect corporate information and data, by de-
fining guidelines on the correct and safe use of 
IT tools, and providing adequate information to 
employees, who must be fully aware of the in-
structions provided;

• mitigate the growing risk associated with cyber-
security, which is generated by cyber attacks and 
viruses or malware that can infect computing de-
vices, resulting in access, loss, or theft of corpo-
rate data;

• make transparent all the controls and procedures 
that are implemented, in order to ensure compli-
ance with the rules on the protection and securi-
ty of personal data.

The Policy, which came into force on April 6, 2020, 
applies to all employees, regardless of role and/or 
level, as well as to all collaborators and any individ-
uals at corporate level who have been assigned IT 
tools, regardless of the type of contractual relation-
ship with the Company.
Finally, the Policy provides technical/practical sup-
port for the principles and rules of conduct set out 
in the protocol on Computer Crimes and Unlawful 
Data Processing of the 231 Model.

In order to guarantee full compliance with the reg-
ulations on the protection of personal data and, in 
particular, with the provisions of the General Data 
Protection Regulation (GDPR), Valsoia has adopted 
a Model for the protection of personal data, which 
aims to guarantee compliance with privacy regula-
tions in the processes of data collection and process-
ing, as well as to define the main processes adopted 
by Valsoia and responsibilities related thereto, and 
to ensure the correct management of the risks re-
garding the protection of personal data.

Whistleblowing

Information Security, Cybersecurity and Personal Data Protection
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In 2020, Valsoia launched an 
initiative aimed at identifying 
the main non-financial risks, 
implementing an initial 
evaluation and assessment 
of the main risks, in order to 
facilitate an adequate 
understanding of possible 
impacts that may affect 
the achievement of business 
objectives.

MANAGEMENT AND CONTROL 
OF NON-FINANCIAL RISKS

Valsoia is steadfastly committed to monitoring and 
managing non-financial risks in order to guarantee 
maximum protection of consumers’ health, antici-
pate market demands and seize further opportuni-
ties to improve the qualitative performance of the 
products it manufactures. In this specific area, Val-
soia has implemented quality management systems 
since its origins, which further confirms of how much 
the Company focuses on the safety and quality of 
the products it offers.

Compliance with the methods and the rigorous ap-
plication of the Quality Control Systems procedures, 
the push towards continuous improvement, as well 
as the revolving and assiduous training of the con-
cerned human resources and the constant monitor-
ing of the internal and external processes by the in-
dustrial partners, are fundamental factors to achieve 
a very high level of safety. 

Following the identification of the main non-finan-
cial risks, Valsoia has defined adequate response 
plans to mitigate the risks and guarantee the contin-
uous improvement of internal control systems and 
production processes.
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PROTECTION OF THE COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN ITALY AND ABROAD

TYPE 
OF RISK

RISK 
DESCRIPTION RISK MITIGATION ACTIONS

Country-
related 
Risks

The Company’s financial position, re-
sults of operations and cash flows are 
influenced by a variety of political and 
economic factors that have an impact 
on macroeconomic trends, such as: 
political and economic instability, un-
employment rate, consumer confidence 
levels, trends in household disposable 
income and, by extension, in private 
consumption.

The Company does not do business with countries that are socially, po-
litically or economically unstable. In addition, the presence in several 
countries, though some of them are still developing, across different 
continents, will prospectively allow for offsetting economic trends among 
countries. 
In addition, the location on a non-national scale allows us to be close to 
the main markets, especially in Europe, and to offer a service on a global 
scale. Finally, the reported proximity to markets allows us to better cap-
ture consumer needs.

Sector-related 
Risks

The Company’s financial position, as 
well as its assets and cash flows are af-
fected by the economic performance of 
its reference industry, which is primarily 
dependent upon competitive trends, 
potential new companies and the threat 
of alternative brands/products.

The Company has diversified its activity with an increasingly greater 
range of products (plant-based drinks - yoghurt, ice-creams and meals, 
plant based alternatives to cheese, creams, snacks and plant based sea-
soning, supplements and piadinas, sweetening jams, etc...), trying to offer 
more innovative products and committing dedicated internal resources to 
each one of them. It also implemented a policy of expanding the Compa-
ny’s brands through acquisitions and distribution agreements.

Production 
Risks

These category of risks refers to sud-
den breakdown or downtime, loss of 
equipment efficiency, fire, flood, and 
theft. There are also risks arising from 
outsourced processes, and, in particular, 
risks associated with the packaging and 
production of certain products made by 
partners (Co-Packers).

The scheduled maintenance policy implemented for years and the con-
stant technological renewal of the plants minimise the risk of breakage 
or sudden machine downtime. On the other hand, as regards the risks 
connected with the loss of equipment efficiency and their performance 
quality, a specific corporate function constantly monitors some KPIs spe-
cifically identified for them in the different production facilities, so that 
prompt action can be taken as warranted. 
Finally, the entire Production facility, to include its walls and all equip-
ment housed therein, is insured against the main risks (fire, flood, theft, 
etc...) with leading international companies, with ceilings under revolving 
review for adequacy. 
With regard to production, it should be noted that there are procedures 
for collecting process data in order to improve the control of inefficiencies 
and the planning of any remedial actions, as well as to upgrade the pro-
duction structure as technology allows.

Risks
Related to 
Logistics

This category of risks refers to distri-
bution-related inefficiencies, which can 
result in complaints from clients, which, 
therefore, can compromise the Compa-
ny’s relationship with them.

In this context, the Company is steadfastly committed to: 
• a careful selection of logistics operators, selecting those that provide 

greater guarantees in terms of continuity and timeliness of deliveries;
• accurate logistics planning to minimise inefficiencies, monitored 

through specific KPIs applied to its logistics partners; 
• continuous monitoring of the performance achieved, through spe-

cific KPIs (such as, the service rate, as it pertains to the completeness 
and timeliness of deliveries, and stock reduction, and, by extension, 
optimisation); 

• constant attention to customer requests through customer care poli-
cies. 
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RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE SUPPLY CHAIN

TYPE 
OF RISK

RISK 
DESCRIPTION RISK MITIGATION ACTIONS 

Unqualified
Supply Risks

This category of risk related to the 
sourcing of materials and services 
that do not comply with quality, and 
environmental and ethical sustain-
ability standards.

The Company’s primary objective is to have a supply chain 
devoid of economic, operational and reputational risks. This 
objective has been broken down into two lines of action, 
involving, on the one hand, the assessment of suppliers’ 
sustainability strategies and performance and, on the other, 
the adoption of a wisely prudential approach to purchasing. 
Currently, the Purchasing Department implements a 
pre-qualification system that evaluates individual suppli-
ers as it pertains to working conditions, respect for human 
rights, environmental protection and corruption preven-
tion. The historic relationship with key suppliers, particular-
ly strategic ones, enables the Company to further improve 
its performance while minimising operational and reputa-
tional risks. Currently, no “risky” suppliers have been iden-
tified.

Risks related to the 
procurement of raw 
materials (mainly soy 
beans, rice, oat and 
fruits)

The risks of raw material procure-
ment arise from the possibility that 
the quantities normally purchased in 
Italy may not be available, due to par-
ticularly significant weather events.

The Company sources 70% of its soy beans in Italy and the 
remaining 30% abroad, particularly from the USA. As far as 
fruit is concerned, about 80% of the needed amount it is 
purchased in Italy, with the exception of some types of fruit 
that are not produced in the country (or, which are rare to 
find). The availability of alternative supply channels allows 
Valsoia to protect itself from the risk of possible reductions 
in local supplies.

Risks related to the 
fluctuation 
of supply costs

This category of risks refers to the 
possible imbalances between supply 
and demand, with consequent strong 
increases in purchase costs.

The Company has been implementing a “purchase market-
ing” process aimed at diversifying its supply sources, enjoy-
ing alternative stocks and the positive competition among 
different suppliers in different countries.

Supplier-dependence 
Risks

This category of risk refers to the 
possible dependence on suppliers of 
raw materials and industrial services.

The Company has historical and established relationships 
with suppliers who are considered “strategic”. For the sup-
ply of soy beans, rice, oat and fruit, the Company diversifies 
its suppliers, both nationally and internationally, which, in 
turn, reduces the risk of dependence to negligible levels.
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RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH HUMAN CAPITAL

TYPE 
OF RISK

RISK 
DESCRIPTION RISK MITIGATION ACTIONS 

Risks associated to 
talent management 
and skill 
development

This category of risks refers to the man-
agement and development of key per-
sonnel and the development of skills in 
the different business areas.

The Company is aware of the need to attract and retain key 
resources through personnel management policies aimed at 
supporting their growth in terms of skills, their motivation and 
sense of belonging. 
A few years ago, the Company launched an organisational de-
velopment project aimed at accompanying the evolution of the 
organisation and its people. In particular, the focus was on the 
growth of key resources (Key People).

Risks associated with the 
health and safety of the 
work environment

This category of risks refers to acci-
dents in the workplace, mainly in the 
Serravalle Sesia (VC) production facility.

Protection of the health of workers, contractors and visitors is 
ensured through constant monitoring of work environments, 
as well as the implementation of the best safety standards on 
machinery and equipment, and of training programs and infor-
mation activities. Particular attention is paid to the selection of 
personal protective equipment (PPE), whose efficiency is con-
stantly verified and, if needed, improved so as to ensure higher 
levels of protection and comfort. The adoption of these meas-
ures has made it possible to minimise risks, as confirmed by the 
results recorded in 2021 on the Frequency (IF) and Severity (IG) 
indices. No injuries were reported in 2021.
In addition, the seasonal personnel employed in the spring and 
summer for the production of ice cream, which has been work-
ing at the facility for many years, are perfectly trained in the 
safety procedures applied at the Serravalle Sesia (VC) plant.

RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH THE ENVIRONMENT

TYPE 
OF RISK

RISK 
DESCRIPTION RISK MITIGATION ACTIONS 

Operational risks 
associated with environ-
mental regulations or 
incidents with 
environmental reper-
cussions

This category of risk relates to sanctions 
or limitations of production activities 
as a result of statutory or regulatory 
non-compliance, or as of accidents due 
to natural or technical causes that may 
cause pollution or alteration of the main 
environmental matrices (fires, floods 
and breakdowns).

The Company pays great attention to the environmental impact 
of its production activities and the use of natural resources.
In particular, the Company conducts regular inspections and 
implements safety protocols that allow preventing risks from 
regulatory non-compliance or accidents with environmental 
consequences.

Risks associated with 
the availability of natural 
resources (energy, water, 
fuels, etc...)

This category of risks relates to the 
reduced availability of many natural 
resources, some of which are indispens-
able for the production of ice cream or 
for energy uses, considering that climate 
change and increased global consump-
tion are triggering important changes in 
the availability of these resources.

The Company has made significant investments by reducing 
the amount of water required for the production process, as 
much as technically possible. 
To date, the Serravalle Sesia facility’s water requirements are 
met by its own wells.
The risk of unscheduled energy supply interruptions is 
mitigated through the ongoing monitoring of energy suppliers 
and the revolving maintenance and upgrading of facilities in ac-
cordance with technical energy standards.
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SUSTAINABILITY AND VALUE CREATION

Valsoia considers the theme 
of “sustainability” 
as an opportunity to constantly 
improve its products 
and services, guaranteeing 
a responsible procurement 
of raw materials along the entire 
supply chain, respect for human 
rights and the living conditions 
of all concerned individuals, 
and promoting sustainable 
practices to protect natural 
resources.

During the course of 2020, the Company adopted 
an organic approach to Social Responsibility, so that 
formal and informal decision-making processes are 
reinterpreted in the light of the adoption of social 
responsibility as a fundamental strategic orientation, 
already in place, capable of generating further value. 
Therefore, it defined a Sustainability Agenda (Valsoia 
Sustainability Agenda) and a roadmap that includes a 
series of actions considered priorities.

This organic approach takes into account key stake-
holders with whom the Company interacts (Custom-
ers, Consumers, Investors, Employees, Suppliers, 
Retailers and Partners, and, finally, the Environment 
and the Community at large), and with whom it in-
tends to strengthen positive and constructive rela-
tions.

In 2021, activities continued with a focus on the fol-
lowing issues:

• refinement of the Sustainability Strategy, linked 
to the Strategic Development Plans in line with 
the Company’s values and mission;

• identification of priorities and areas for improve-
ment;

• definition of Sustainability Objectives, linked to 
the Company’s Development Plans;

• strengthening of health and safety procedures at 
the Serravalle Sesia (VC) production facility;

• evaluation of dialogue channels in order to deter-
mine their real capacity to capture and monitor 
critical areas (as well as strategic opportunities) 
in the company-stakeholder relationship;

• revision of the thematic areas covered and/
or to be covered in the relationship with each 
interlocutor (Materiality Analysis).
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Stakeholders and their Involvement

COMPANY

VALSOIA PEOPLE

MARKET

TERRITORY AND COMMUNITY

SHAREHOLDERS

Stakeholders are all those who have legitimate expectations and interests towards Valsoia, or who can influ-
ence its operations. Valsoia’s relationships with subjects and organisations involved directly or indirectly in the 
Company’s activities represent a great value for the Company, in terms of trust and collaboration.
For this reason, we have identified and grouped our stakeholders within the following five macro categories:

All those who, regardless of their contractual status or the legal type of relationship, have a working 
relationship with Valsoia aimed at achieving corporate goals and objectives (managers, employees, 
external and occasional collaborators).

It includes all stakeholders who play a key role in the smooth operation, reputation and development 
of the Company and who, in addition to the highest quality products, expect the creation of value and 
sustainable growth (Customers, Institutions/Organizations, and Media).

The set of third parties who, individually or as part of a value chain, provide the resources needed 
to carry out activities and deliver services, sharing the sustainability approach and contributing to 
the achievement of common goals. This category also includes associations with which constructive 
relationships are maintained in the exercise of business activities, as well as competitors, intended as 
a constant element of comparison and stimulus to continuous improvement (Suppliers and Business 
Partners, Industrial Partners (Co-Packers), Service Providers, Competitors and Trade Associations).

Those who hold the shares of the Company, guide the Company and direct its operations.

They are the places of our roots, where we live and work, where our children will live and grow up. 
These are places to achieve sustainable growth for all and opportunities for new generations (local 
communities, non-profit organizations and associations).
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FINANCIAL 
COMMUNITY

(1) REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY (ARPA), LOCAL HEALTH AUTHORITY (LHA), WORKPLACE PREVENTION AND 
SAFETY SERVICE (SPRESAL)
(2) FEDERSALUS, CENTROMARCA, ITALIA DEL GUSTO

•  Families 
•  Individuals 
•  New consumers  
    (Flexitarians)
• Brand Ambassadors

•  Top Managers 
•  Managers and Middle 
    Managers 
•  Employees
•  External  
    and occasional collaborators 

•  Suppliers of  
    raw materials 
•  Commercial 
    partners 
    (distributors) 
•  Industrial 
    partners 
    (co-packers)
•  Suppliers 
    of services

•  Artistic 
    and cultural 
    associations 
•  Third-sector 
    associations 
•  Public 
    facilities

•  Natural Resources 
    (energy, water, etc...)
•  Environmental Risks and Impacts
•  Waste and disposal of materials 
•  CO2 emissions

•  Banking institutions 
•  Institutional  
    and private investors 
•  Financial Analysts 
    and rating companies

•  Finsalute
•  Private  
    shareholders
•  Other
    shareholders 

•  Large-scale 
    Distribution (GDO)
•  Organized 
    Distribution (DO)
•  Distributors 

ENVIRONMENT 
AND NEW 

GENERATIONS 

COMMUNITY

SUPPLIERS 
AND 

PARTNERS 

VALSOIA 
PEOPLE

CONSUMERS

CUSTOMERS

SHARE
HOLDERS

INSTITUTIONS/
ORGANISATIONS 

•  National and local 
    Government institutions
•  Other entities (1)

•  ENSA (EUROPEAN 
    PLANT-BASED ASSOCIATION)
•  Unione Italiana Food Rome 
•  NFI (NUTRITION FOUNDATION 
    OF ITALY)
•  Other associations (2)

•  Universities and Academia 
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Valsoia maintains regular relations of dialogue and comparison with its stakeholders. 
Contacts occur in a variety of ways and with different frequency, depending on the categories involved. 
There are three types of stakeholder engagement methods:

Initiatives organised specifically in view of the preparation of this Sustainability Report.

Meeting opportunities attributable to customary practices of engagement and collaboration, regardless 
of reporting activities.

Activities planned within a structured interaction process that considers direct stakeholder involvement 
in scenario- and solution-building.
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STAKEHOLDERS TOPICS OF INTEREST MAIN DIALOGUE 
AND INVOLVEMENT INITIATIVES

VALSOIA PEOPLE
Managers
Employees
External 
and occasional 
collaborators

• Economic results and corporate 
solidity

• Skills enhancement and career 
paths

• Work/life balance
• Diversity and Inclusion
• Occupational Health and Safety
• Socio-organisational well-being
• Remote work
• Transparency

• Training courses
• Talent and manager development paths
• Sustainability Workshop (December 2021) and Training 

on specific topics (Mod. 231, Protection and Safety in the 
Workplace, Food Safety, etc...)

• Other people-engagement initiatives

CONSUMERS
Families
Individuals
New consumers 
(Flexitarians)
Brand Ambassadors

• Customer satisfaction level
• Product quality and safety
• Loyalty programs
• Transparency and responsible mar-

keting
• Privacy and data security
• On-Shelf Availability
• Product Innovation 

• Consumer Assistance Service
• Customer Satisfaction Surveys
• Specific Loyalty Programs
• Social networks and web portals
• Institutional Communications
• Promotional Communications 

SUPPLIERS 
AND PARTNERS
Suppliers 
of raw materials
Business Partners 
(Distributors)
Industry Partners
(Co-Packers)
Service Providers 
Indirect Sales 
Network

• Compliance with contractual com-
mitments

• Relationship continuity
• Innovation
• Willingness to collaborate in part-

nerships
• Digitisation 
• Business Development 

• Supplier On-Site Inspections and Audits
• Supplier Audits
• Privacy compliance Audits
• Partnership initiatives
• Periodic meetings with Customers/Distributors
• Meetings/Conventions at Trade Associations

SHAREHOLDERS
Finsalute Srl
Trust Kobra
Private shareholders
Other shareholders

• Creation of economic value
• Economic results and financial 

soundness
• Monitoring and management of fi-

nancial and non-financial risks

• Board of Directors and Shareholders’ Assembly
• Other ad hoc meeting opportunities

FINANCIAL 
COMMUNITY
Banking institutions
Institutional and private 
investors
Financial Analysts 
and Rating Agencies

• Market and business trends
• Soundness
• Perspectives
• Value Creation

• Periodic meetings with investors
• Periodic meetings with banking institutions
• Presence in press articles or by other means
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STAKEHOLDERS TOPICS OF INTEREST MAIN DIALOGUE 
AND INVOLVEMENT INITIATIVES

INSTITUTIONS/
ORGANISATIONS
National and local gov-
ernment institutions
ENSA
UNIONE ITALIANA 
FOOD ROME 
NFI (Nutrition 
Foundation of Italy)
Workplace Health and 
Safety Control Bodies
University and Academia
Centromarca
Advisory Nielsen
Italia del Gusto

• Monitoring of legislation and regu-
lations, and their evolution

• Networking at Italian and European 
governmental level

• Monitoring of market and main 
trends 

• Joint approach to internationalisa-
tion

• Participation in the main Boards of Directors
• Participation in the Working Groups of individual Associ-

ations
• Periodic Board and operational meetings

COMMUNITY
Territorial 
and local communities
Third-Sector Organisa-
tions
Other Associations

• Support to solidarity initiatives
• Social investments in the Commu-

nity at large
• Support to young people and fam-

ilies 
• Support to youth training

• Opportunities for meetings and sharing of project “Cucine 
Popolari” [Popular Kitchens] (CiviBo Association of Bolo-
gna) 

• National Food Collection Day
• MAST (Manufacturing of Arts, Experimentation and Tech-

nology) Foundation of Bologna
• Objective-sharing with the “Casa dei Risvegli Luca de Ni-

gris”
• Other ad hoc occasions

ENVIRONMENT AND 
NEW GENERATIONS
Ecosystem
Natural Resources
Environmental 
associations
Specialised agencies (e.g. 
ARPA, APAT)

• Responsible use of natural re-     
sources (energy and water)

• Energy efficiency (clean and renew-
able energy)

• Reduction of CO2 emissions
• Hazardous Substance Management
• Responsible management and 

treatment of hazardous waste
• Management of production 

by-products

• Meetings with local authorities
• Evaluation of results, objectives and tools during internal 

and external meetings with auditors of certification com-
panies
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In order to better define the sustainability policies, 
improve the reporting processes and focus on the 
issues to be included in reports, since the second 
half of 2020, the Company has been participating in 
a constructive dialogue and fruitful discussion with 
some key stakeholders, i.e., those subjects who have 
an interest in the Company and, therefore, the ca-
pacity of influence. 
In 2021, a review of material issues was conducted 
through:

• evaluation of the current situation through an 
analysis of various internal public and non-public 
sources (internal analysis);

• identification of other potential relevant issues 
in the ‘Food’ sector, through media research, in-
dustry studies and other external sources.  

The results of the activities were analysed and 
processed in the materiality matrix that follows, 
and in which:

• each point represents a topic under investiga-
tion;

• the positioning of material issues is the result of 
the relevance attributed to each of them with re-
spect to internal stakeholders (Valsoia’s perspec-
tive) and external stakeholders (general interest 
of the Company).

Material themes are represented by the dots in the 
upper right quadrant.
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CYBERSECURITY

WATER USAGE WASTE 
MANAGEMENT 
AND CIRCULAR 

ECONOMY

CARBON
FOOTPRINT CORPORATE 

AND BRAND 
REPUTATION

SUPPLY CHAIN 
MANAGEMENT

HUMAN CAPITAL 
ENHANCEMENT

HEALTH AND SAFETY 
AT WORK

INTEGRITY AND 
BUSINESS ETHICS

ECONOMIC AND 
FINANCIAL SOLIDITY

NUTRITIONAL HEALTH 
AND WELLNESS

PRODUCT QUALITY 
AND SAFETY

PRODUCT 
INNOVATION

ENERGY 
EFFICIENCY

IDENTIFICATION 
AND MANAGEMENT 

OF RISKS

PACKAGING

DIVERSITY
AND INCLUSION

The issues with high relevance for Valsoia and its main stakeholders are in the upper right part of the quadrant. 

Materiality Analysis and Contribution to the SDGS
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Material Themes

No. GRI aspect GRI disclosure Material Theme SDGs Impact Perimeter Stakeholders

1

Consumer Health 
and Safety

GRI 416 Product quality 
and safety

Internal
External Consumers

2 GRI 416 Nutrition health 
and wellness External Consumers

3 Financial 
performance GRI 201

Economic 
and financial 
soundness

Internal
External

Company
Valsoia People
Suppliers
Shareholders
Community
Public authorities

4 Anti-Corruption GRI 102
GRI 205

Business integrity 
and ethics

Internal
External

Company
Suppliers
Community

5
Employment 
Training 
and Education

GRI 401
GRI 404

Human capital 
enhancement Internal Valsoia People

6 Diversity and Equal 
Opportunities GRI 405 Diversity 

and Inclusion Internal Valsoia People

7 Occupational 
Health and Safety GRI 403 Occupational Health 

and Safety Internal Valsoia People

The following table illustrates the perimeter of the impact generated by Valsoia with reference to each issue 
considered relevant, distinguishing between internal impact (including the impact on the stakeholder category 
“Valsoia People”) and external impact on Valsoia, i.e., referred to one or more categories of reference stake-
holders.
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No. GRI aspect GRI disclosure Material Theme SDGs Impact Perimeter Stakeholders

8 Marketing and 
Labelling GRI 417 Product 

innovation External Consumers

9 Materials GRI 301 Packaging External Company
Consumers

10 Social Evaluation 
of Suppliers GRI 414 Management of 

Supply Chain External Suppliers

11

General 
Information-
Governance

GRI 102 Risk Identification 
and Management

Internal
External

Company
Community

12 GRI 102 Corporate and 
Brand Reputation Internal Company

13 GRI 102 Cybersecurity Internal
External

Company
Valsoia People

14 Energy GRI 302 Energy Efficiency Internal Company

15
Water 
and Water 
Discharges

GRI 303 Water Usage Internal
External

Company
Community

16 Emissions GRI 305 Carbon footprint Internal
External

Company
Community

17 Waste GRI 306
Waste Management
and Circular Econ-
omy

Internal
External

Company
Community
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ROE

9.4%

Revenues
(mln. of Euro)

90.9 9%

Revenue 
increases 

compared to 
2020

92%

Revenue share 
in Italy

ROI

21.1%

EBITDA
(mln. of Euro)

13.2

Distributed 
added value
(mln. of Euro)

88

ECONOMIC
CAPITAL
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REPORT 
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ECONOMIC CAPITAL

ECONOMIC PERFORMANCE

The ultimate goal of any business 
is to meet all the financial 
interests of all subjects related 
to it.  
Valsoia operates with the aim of creating value over 
time, guaranteeing development for future genera-
tions in order to meet the expectations of consum-

ers, shareholders, employees, customers and suppli-
ers as it pertains the response to change, research 
for continuous improvement, development and syn-
ergistic maximisation of skills.

In 2021 Valsoia reported total revenues of € 90,953 
thousands of Euro, of which € 83,901 thousand in 
Italy, corresponding to 92%, and € 7,051 thousand 
abroad, corresponding to 8%.

REVENUES 
(Thousands of Euro)

TOTAL REVENUES 
2021 BY 

GEOGRAPHICAL 
AREA

(%)

REVENUES 
ITALY 2021 

BY DIVISION
(%)

90,95383,461

74,778

2019 2020 2021

Revenues from Italy account for 
92% of total revenues

92% 
ITALY

8% 
EXPORT

59% 
HEALTH 
DIVISION

35% 
FOOD

DIVISION

6% 
OTHER
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Key financial highlights

ECONOMIC CAPITAL

ECONOMIC INDICATORS (thousands of Euro)

12.31.2021 12.31.2020 Change

Euro % Euro % Euro %

Total Sales Revenue 90,953 100% 83,461 100% 7,492 +9%

Value of Production 92,987 102.2% 86,786 104% 6,201 +7.1%

Gross Operating Result
(EBITDA) 13,214 14.5% 11,970 14.3% 1,244 +10.4%

Net Operating Result
(EBIT) 10,737 11.8% 9,404 11.3% 1,333 +14.2%

Pre-tax profit 10,668 11.7% 9,292 11.1% 1,376 +14.8%

Net profit for the period 7,365 8.1% 7,654 9.2% -289 -3.8%

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

12.31.2021 12.31.2020

ROE (Net profit for the period/Shareholders’ 
equity) 9.4% 10.2%

ROI (EBIT/Total investments) 21.1% 18.2%

ROS (EBIT/Sales Revenue) 11.8% 11.3%

EBITDA margin (EBITDA/Sales Revenue) 14.5% 14.3%

Shareholders’ equity
/Non-current assets 1.38 1.33

Shareholders’ equity
(Net fin. pos. + M/L-term loans and borrowing)
/Non-current assets

1.55 1.40

Acid test
(Short-term NFP. +Non-financial current 
assets)/Non-financial current liabilities

2.66 2.25

Debt ratio
(Short-term NFP. + Financial payables at M/L-
term)/Net assets

n.a. n.a.

The net income is burdened by an item of € 670,000 for non-recurring tax effects arising from the exercise of 
the option to integrate the payment of taxes on tax recognitions of trademarks and goodwill made in 2020.
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ECONOMIC VALUE GENERATED 
AND DISTRIBUTED

The distribution of added value is the point of contact between the economic profile and the social profile of 
Valsoia’s management, and makes it possible to evaluate how the wealth created is distributed to the advan-
tage of the entire system with which it interacts.

2021 2020

Economic value generated by Valsoia 92,715,298 84,193,409

Revenues 90,953,246 83,460,541

Other income 1,857,243 1,158,700

Financial income 4,021 3,572

Value adjustments to financial assets 0 0

Write-downs of receivables -99,862 -111,333

Exchange rate differences 650 -18,071

Income/expenses from the sale of tangible and intangible assets 0 0

Value adjustments to tangible and intangible assets 0 -300,000

Economic value distributed by Valsoia 87,678,445 80,299,669

Operating costs 69,293,297 63,683,323

Employee compensation 10,853,751 10,711,084

Lender remuneration 73,756 97,986

Investor remuneration 4,050,041 4,033,786

Remuneration of the Public Administration* 3,303,000 1,637,850

Community remuneration (charitable donations and sponsorships) 104,600 135,640

Economic value retained by Valsoia 5,036,853 3,893,740

Depreciation 2,477,766 2,565,178

Allocations 220,000 200,000

Reserves 2,339,087 1,128,562

* Public Administration remuneration also includes deferred taxes
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In 2021, the Economic Value Generated amounted to 92,715 thousand Euro, approximately 10.1% more than 
in 2020; most of it was distributed to the various stakeholders with whom Valsoia comes into contact in the 
implementation of its activities, in compliance with management cost-effectiveness and the expectations of 
the stakeholders.
The Economic Value Distributed, amounting to 87,678 Euro, represents 94.5% of the Economic Value Gen-
erated. The latter, in addition to covering operating costs incurred during the year, is used to remunerate the 
socio-economic system with which Valsoia interacts, and in particular:

Finally, the Economic Value Retained, determined as 
the difference between the Economic Value Gener-
ated and the Economic Value Distributed, represents 
the set of financial resources dedicated to the eco-
nomic growth and financial stability of the business 
system.

For the coming years, the Company will continue 
to focus its attention on the implementation of the 
strategic guidelines provided by shareholders, devel-
oping the actions to be implemented to achieve the 
objectives in order to achieve increasingly satisfac-
tory consolidated results.

As far as financial management is concerned, Valsoia 
will continue to pay attention to the process of opti-
mising the use of liquidity, with the aim of support-
ing the organisation’s industrial development in the 
long term.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL

REMUNERATION OF EMPLOYEES

REMUNERATION OF THE PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

REMUNERATION OF THE COMMUNITY

REMUNERATION OF LENDERS

REMUNERATION OF INVESTORS

This item includes the direct remuneration (consisting of salaries, wages and severance pay) and indirect 
remuneration (consisting of social security charges) of all employees.

This item includes all taxes paid, including deferred taxes.

This entry includes all charitable donations (in cash and in kind), and sponsorships.

This item includes interest expense and exchange losses.

This item includes dividends distributed.
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In 2021, Valsoia made investments of approximately 2 million Euro to build a new ice cream production line, 
modernise the soy bean extraction department, and build new tanks for raw material storage.

In 2022, the Company intends to invest over 2 million Euro in further innovation and efficiency improvements.

ECONOMIC CAPITAL

INVESTMENTS

SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

Supply Chain Profile

The sustainability of a product is not only given by 
the impact of its production and disposal, but it 
starts from a conscious choice of materials and raw 
materials with which it is made. For this reason, the 
procurement process and the responsible use of nat-
ural resources, materials and raw materials are the 
first pillar of the corporate sustainability strategy.
Being a cross-category company, Valsoia works in 
a particularly broad area of purchasing categories, 
and, therefore, relies upon a wide and high-profile 
network of industrial partners: with them, over time, 

the Company has built clear relationships that can 
generate value both in the short and long term. 
Valsoia works mainly with Italian and European sup-
pliers, who guarantee the application of the highest 
standards of quality and reliability, and show great 
attention to issues related to the respect of human 
rights, health and safety, fight against corruption and 
respect for the environment.

A quality product is the result of shared standards, 
cooperation, joint efforts, and stable, trust-based 
relationships with all partners of the supply chain. 
Valsoia believes in the importance of developing 
increasingly close and profitable synergies and col-
laborations with those who not only guarantee relia-
bility in production performance, but who also share 
the Company's values and expectations in terms of 
ethical, environmental and social standards.

All suppliers undergo a rigorous qualification pro-
cess: at the time of application, suppliers undertake 
to respect the principles and values that are essential 

to Valsoia by accepting the 231 Model and Code of 
Ethics, as well as to ensure quality and comply with 
agreements on delivery methods and times. This sys-
tem is essential to protect the Company from risks 
related to the health and safety of workers, and from 
the social, environmental and reputational risks as-
sociated with unaccountable supply chain manage-
ment. For this reason, relationships with suppliers 
are constantly and carefully monitored by Valsoia.

Supplier Selection and Evaluation
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SUPPLIER SELECTION AND QUALIFICATION

2021 2020 2019

Qualified Suppliers (No.) 133 124 120

Total value of the supplies subject to qualification (€/000) 50,400 54,371 47,619

% on total value of Supplies (%) 98.5% 98.1% 97.7% 

Strategic Suppliers (No.) 55  53  52

% of Total Value of Supplies from Strategic Suppliers (%) 80.8%  78.2% 76.6% 

ECONOMIC CAPITAL

Supplier selection and contract terms are based on objective assessments of quality, price of goods or services, 
delivery efficiency or other essential selection criteria.

Procurement procedures must adhere to the following steps:

• scouting (which also includes site visits to verify matters related to the quality of raw materials and services),
• qualification (audits are conducted by internal Technical Office personnel to verify any efficiency impacts),
• contract assignment (this phase involves signing specific contracts and clauses).

Scouting is also conducted to identify possible new suppliers in order to secure alternative supplies in the 
event of supply risks. As far as raw materials are concerned (mainly soy and fruit), the Company prefers to 
maintain diversified supply quotas in the various geographical areas.

The vendor/partner selection and evaluation pro-
cess includes pre-qualification and qualification 
steps. Particular attention is paid to the suppliers 
of raw materials. In the qualification phase, the se-
lected suppliers undergo a financial analysis through 
the evaluation of their economic-financial balance 
sheet, and to visits by the Quality Control Team of 
the Technical Management.

In 2021, there were 133 qualified suppliers, and 
the total value of supplies subject to qualification 
amounted to € 50.4 million, corresponding to 98.5% 
of the total value of supplies. The Company relies on 
55 strategic suppliers, who contribute to 80.8% of 
the total value of the supplies.

The Company is constantly engaged in the search for 
additional sources of supply of its raw materials and 
packaging products considered strategic, in order to 
contain the risks associated with availability and to 
have better economic opportunities for purchase.
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Supplier Audits

In 2021, the total value of raw material supplies amounted to 11,020 thousand Euros, 74% of which related to 
Italian suppliers. The remaining 26% is accounted for by foreign suppliers, the latter also selected with the aim 
of mitigating weather-related risks. 

VALUE AND LOCATION OF SUPPLIES

2021 2020 2019

of which Suppliers in Italy (%) 82.16% 77% 65%

of which Foreign Suppliers (%) 17.84%  23% 35%

VALUE AND LOCATION OF SOYBEAN AND FRUIT SUPPLIES

2021 2020 2019

Total value (€) 11,020 12,400 12,100

of which Suppliers in Italy (%) 74% 77% 76%

of which Foreign Suppliers (%) 26% 23% 24%

 2 Auditing and Reporting Methodology - Sedex Members Ethical Trade Audit, Certification for the Verification of Ethical Criteria in the 
Supply Chain

ECONOMIC CAPITAL

Results in Italy

In 2021, the value of supplies in Italy amounted to 82% of the total value of supplies.

The Quality Assurance Team, which reports to the 
Technical Department, conducts audits of selected 
suppliers in accordance with an Annual Audit Plan. 
Audits are defined based on risk levels, quantities 
purchased in a year, and any non-conformities de-
tected. 
A series of quality parameters are evaluated during 
the audits (flow charts, non-conformities, procure-
ment of raw materials, management of mandatory 

legal parameters, etc.). 
In 2021, 11 audits were conducted, involving suppli-
ers of raw materials and finished products.
The checklist used for the Audits does not include 
social and environmental parameters, except for 
fruit products, where the Supply Specifications refer 
to the SMETA Certification2.
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Transport and Logistics

ECONOMIC CAPITAL

Logistics management is outsourced to third parties, 
which collect contracts and perform distribution for 
multiple companies.

Since Valsoia is a cross-category company, product 
transportation needs cover all modes of storage. 
Hence the need to turn to primary Logistics Oper-
ators that ensure reliability in the transport of fresh 
and frozen food products.

For the distribution of its products, Valsoia contin-
uously looks for solutions to optimise flows and re-
duce environmental impacts. 
In 2021, the Company decided to invest in in-
ter-modal transportation. 

Intermodal freight transport consists of the com-
bination of different modes of transport (rail, road 
and sea) in order to bring goods to their destination 
using loading units (containers, swap bodies and 
semi-trailers) that can be easily transferred on differ-
ent means (ships, trucks and trains), promoting the 
transport of products on rail over road.

In particular, the project concerns the combined 
transport (active from May 2021) of Santa Rosajams.

The goal is to have about 3,900 tons of jams per year 
travel by train instead of by road, making it possible 
to reduce annual CO2 emissions. In the period from 
May to December 2021, the CO2 savings amounted 
to about 70 tons.

As highlighted by the European Green Deal, transport is responsible for a quarter of the EU’s greenhouse gas 
emissions and its impact continues to grow. 

In order to achieve the ambition of climate neutrality by 2050 and ensure the success of the Green Deal, it is 
necessary to make the transport system sustainable, reducing emissions by 90% and transferring a substantial 
part of the 75% of freight transport that today takes place on roads to railways and waterways (today only 11% 
of freight travels by trains).
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HUMAN
CAPITAL

Employees

129

Average 
age

43
y.o.

Training 
hours

2,117

Women’s 
incidence

48%

Women presence
in the BoD

47%
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For Valsoia, human capital 
represents a strategic asset that 
can generate decisive results 
on the entire value chain, 
by leveraging on people and skills 
that, with their passion, 
allow meeting the challenges 
of increasingly competitive 
markets.

People who work within the organisation represent 
a key stakeholder that Valsoia undertakes to pro-
tect, involve and develop within a perspective that 
promotes operativeness, the constant exchange of 
information and know-how and the development of 
skills within the Company.

Valsoia’s human capital management is based on 
the awareness that nurturing the talent and culti-
vating the potential of its employees, through the 
skill development and refreshing, promotes business 
growth, allowing the Company to be competitive in 
a world where changes occur with extreme rapidity.

In particular, Valsoia has committed to the four areas 
shown in the figure.

MINDSET 
ORIENTED TO 
INNOVATION

FLOW AND 
CORPORATE 
PROCESS 
OPTIMISATION

SENSE OF 
BELONGING 

AND MOTIVATION

GROWING AND 
ENHANCEMENT 
OF TALENTS

4 3

1 2

AREAS OF
INTERVENTION

The intent is to foster a corporate culture expressed through values that everyone consciously embodies, in-
creasing the professional skills of each employee.
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ORGANISATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INITIATIVES

To better monitor the most 
relevant aspects in human 
capital management, a few years 
ago, Valsoia began developing 
an organisational project whose 
purpose is to accompany 
the evolution of the organisation 
and its people.

This project was translated into specific actions 
shared within the Management Committee, and 
implemented through direct actions by managers 
and the Human Resources Department, with the 
support of external consulting services. 
In particular:

• Focus on key resources (Key People), who are 
provided managerial growth and training.

• Listening and communication actions.

• Projects of overhaul and optimisation of business 
processes, also supported by technological inno-
vations.

Particular attention is paid to the hiring process of 
new resources, which, after careful selection, contin-
ues with an induction programme that accompanies 
the new resource immediately after hiring. 

The development of skills is a strategic factor for Val-
soia, which annually organises training activities to 
update employees on issues such as health and safe-
ty, privacy and knowledge of the English language, 
and transferring both technical and managerial skills.
The value of human resources is measured by the 
Performance Management objectives that are under 

the purview of certain Departments: these objec-
tives establish a direct connection between perfor-
mance and the reward system, allowing for a mid-
term evaluation of the results achieved, followed by 
a shared action plan for the professional and person-
al training of the employee, through supervisor-em-
ployee feedback interviews.

Valsoia, as also expressed in its Code of Ethics, recognises that human resources are a factor of fundamental 
importance for its development; for this reason, it provides a work environment inspired by respect, fairness 
and collaboration, stimulating people’s involvement and sense of responsibility.

The human resources management policy promotes respect for the person and the professionalism of each 
employee, ensuring open communication, equal opportunities and impartiality.

Valsoia’s Administrative Director, who reports directly to the General Manager and is a member of the Man-
agement Committee, is also the Human Resources Director. He reports to the Human Resources Department, 
which consists of two resources.

The corporate organisation, involved in HR policies, reports instead to the Director of Organisation and Con-
trol, always a member of the Management Committee and the Board of Directors.
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CORPORATE CHART

129 people contributed to Valsoia’s 2021 results, including 8% executives, 12% managers, 61% clerks, and 
19% workers.

Valsoia people work in Italy in the two locations of Bologna (Headquarters) and in the Serravalle Sesia (VC) 
production facility.

EMPLOYEES AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

Employees as of 1/1  121 119 125

New hires* 16 9 5

Termination/resignation 8 6 9

Employees as of 12/31 129 122 121

*Only in-year hired personnel with a total contract duration of more than 3 months are considered. 

EMPLOYEES AS OF 12/31

BOLOGNA OFFICES 2021 2020 2019

Employees as of 1/1  83 80 87

New hires 12 7 2

Termination/resignation 5 4 7

Employees as of 12/31 90 83 82

EMPLOYEES AS OF 12/31

SERRAVALLE SESIA LOCATION 2021 2020 2019

Employees as of 1/1 38 39 39

New hires 4 2 2

Termination/resignation 3 2 2

Employees as of 12/31 39 39 39

At the Serravalle Sesia production facility, Valsoia also employs seasonal personnel in the spring and summer, 
in order to perform the additional activities related to the production of ice cream. 
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EMPLOYEES AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

No. % No. % No. %

Executives 10 8% 10 8% 10 8%

Managerial staff 15 12% 13 11% 9 7%

Clerical employees 79 61% 76 62% 79 65%

Factory workers 25 19% 23 19% 23 19%

TOTAL 129 100% 122 100% 121 100%

PERSONNEL BY TYPE OF CONTRACT AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

Full
Time

Part
Time

Tot. Full
Time

Part
Time

Tot. Full
Time

Part
Time

Tot.

Executives 10 0 10 10 0 10 10 0 10

Managerial staff 15 0 15 13 0 13 9 0 9

Clerical employees 76 3 79 75 1 76 78 1 79

Factory workers 25 0 25 23 0 23 23 0 23

TOTAL 126 3 129 121 1 122 120 1 121

PERSONNEL BY TYPE OF CONTRACT AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

Perma-
nent
hires

Short-
term 
hires

Tot.
Perma-

nent
hires

Short-
term 
hires

Tot.
Perma-

nent
hires

Short-
term 
hires

Tot.

Executives 10 0 10 10 0 10 10 0 10

Managerial staff 15 0 15 13 0 13 9 0 9

Clerical employees 74 5 79 75 1 76 79 0 79

Factory workers 22 3 25 22 1 23 22 1 23

TOTAL 121 8 129 120 2 122 120 1 121

In 2021, almost all contracts were permanent (94%) and full-time (97.7%).

The incidence of permanent contracts points to the Company’s propensity to hire in the long term. In the case 
of young resources, the Company evaluates positively periods of internship or apprenticeship, in line with the 
need to train these resources, and, in general, with a view to long-term employment.
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STAFF CHARACTERISTICS

The average age of Valsoia’s workforce is approximately 43 years old.
The majority (67%) of Valsoia’s population is in the 30-50 year age range. 
The number of people over the age of 50 is also significant, mostly resources with high seniority of service.

BREAKDOWN OF PERSONNEL BY AGE BRACKET AS OF 12/31/2021

2021

Executives
Managerial 

staff
Clerical 

employees
Factory 
workers

Total %

< 30 years 0 0 5 3 8 6%

30-50 years 2 11 59 14 86 67%

> 50 years 8 4 15 8 35 27%

TOTAL 10 15 79 25 129 100%

BREAKDOWN OF PERSONNEL BY AGE BRACKET AS OF 12/31/2020

2020

Executives
Managerial 

staff
Clerical 

employees
Factory 
workers

Total %

< 30 years 0 0 2 2 4 3%

30-50 years 2 8 59 13 82 67%

> 50 years 8 5 15 8 36 30%

TOTAL 10 13 76 23 122 100%

BREAKDOWN OF PERSONNEL BY AGE BRACKET AS OF 12/31/2019

2019

Executives
Managerial 

staff
Clerical 

employees
Factory 
workers

Total %

< 30 years 0 0 4 3 7 6%

30-50 years 2 6 58 12 78 64%

> 50 years 8 3 17 8 36 30%

TOTAL 10 9 79 23 121 100%
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PERSONNEL TURNOVER

The ratio of the number of permanent employees who left the organisation to the total number of employees 
is shown below.

PERSONNEL TURNOVER RATE (%) AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

Personnel turnover rate 4% 3.3% 5%

PERSONNEL TURNOVER RATE (%) BY GENDER AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

Men 1.6% 1.65% 2.5%

Women 2.3% 1.65% 2.5%

PERSONNEL TURNOVER RATE (%) BY AGE BRACKET AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

< 30 years 0.8% 0% 0%

30-50 years 2.3% 2.5% 1.7%

> 50 years 0.8% 0.8% 3.3%
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DIVERSITY AND INCLUSION

Valsoia promotes respect for
equal opportunities and diversity 
as elements of value to be 
nurtured consistently with 
the principles and values defined 
in the Code of Ethics and 
the regulations governing human 
rights issues. 

In order to prevent discriminatory events of any 
kind, the entire Company is involved in training and 
awareness activities, and has specific anonymous 
reporting mechanisms that allow workers to report 
any episodes of violation of the Code of Ethics.
During 2021, no reports of any discrimination were 
received. 

To date, the Company has not deemed it necessary 
to carry out specific human rights assessments in 
view of the fact that its activities are not carried out 
in areas defined as at risk.

Gender Equality

As of December 31, 2021, there were 62 women working at Valsoia, or 48% of the total personnel.

In 2021, the incidence of female managers remained unchanged at 30%.

In addition, in 2021 the incidence of women on the Board of Directors (see section Corporate Bodies in the 
Identity Chapter) was 47%.

FEMALE PERSONNEL BY QUALIFICATION AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

No. % No. % No. %

Executives 3 5% 3 5.1% 3 5.1%

Managerial staff 3 5% 2 3.4% 0 0%

Clerical employees 54 87% 52 88.1% 54 91.5%

Factory workers 2 3% 2 3.4% 2 3.4%

TOTAL 62 100% 59 100% 59 100%

INCIDENCE OF WOMEN (%) BY QUALIFICATION AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

Women Executives compared to the total number of 
Executives (%) 30% 30% 30%

Women Managers on total number of Managers (%) 20% 23.1% 0%

Women Employees on total number of Employees (%) 68% 67.1% 68.4%

Women Workers on total number of Workers (%) 8% 8.7% 8.7%
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TRAINING AND PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Valsoia is committed to the development of professional skills through technical-professional and managerial 
training processes. 
In 2021, a total of 2,117 hours of training were delivered, 556 of which were in HSE.

TRAINING HOURS BY TYPE AS OF 12/31

2021 2019 - 2020

HSE (Health, Safety, Environment)  556 847

Sustainability & Compliance (1)  170 632.5

Language training  736 480

Management training, soft skills  655 160

TOTAL 2,117 2,120

(1) Code of Ethics, Mod. 231, Sustainability, Stakeholder Engagement

Management Training and Soft Skills Programme

A number of training courses were delivered in 2021 
with the aim of strengthening managerial and rela-
tional skills.
All the initiatives have been “tailor-made”, based on 
the needs gathered by the individual departments, 
with the support of an external training structure, 
which supported the Company in defining contents 
and teacher selection. 
The topics covered in the training sessions were:

• Employee management (upgrade from a previous 
course conducted in 2019).

• Effective communication as a management and 
collaboration tool.

• Effective sales negotiation, dedicated to the 
sales force.

These in-class training tracks also provided an im-
portant opportunity to “team up”.

Language training also continued in 2021, with a 
significant expansion of the target audience, made 
even easier by the use of Microsoft Teams for re-
mote connection. 

A training course on compliance issues was designed 
for new hires (GDPR, Mod. 231, corporate law).

Finally, specific individual Coaching courses were 
delivered during 2021.

Partnership with Academia

The Company positively values partnerships with Academia. During 2021, in particular, it partnered with the 
CUOA Business School, which involved the students of the Master in Retail Management and Marketing in a 
Project Work led by the Trade Marketing Department.
At the end of the project, a Master’s student was selected to complete an internship at the Company.
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Personal Health and Wellness, Sustainability, among the skills of new hires

EMPOWERMENT AND AWARENESS SUSTAINABILITY AND SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENTAS ENABLING FACTORS 

FOR HEALTH 
AND PERSONAL WELL-BEING

Workshop: 11/31/21 Workshop: 12/14/2021

In November and December 2021, Valsoia involved around 30 key employees in two Training Workshops 
entitled “Empowerment and Awareness as Enabling Factors for Personal Health and Well-being” and “Sustain-
ability and Sustainable Development”.

These initiatives are consistent with some of the pillars of Valsoia’s sustainability strategy, such as the cor-
porate commitment to Corporate Responsibility issues and in line with its primary mission: to contribute to 
people’s well-being through conscious food choices.

The first workshop aimed to promote awareness and 
empowerment of one’s mental and emotional skills, 
along with healthy habits and lifestyles that can help 
achieve and maintain good health and well-being.

The second workshop focused on issues related to 
the concepts of Social Responsibility and Sustain-
ability, Sustainable Development Goals, Environ-
ment and Circular Economy of Food Supply Chains.
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For 2021 as well, given the continuing state of emer-
gency, the Company continued to rely on remote 
work, in accordance with the methods defined by 
the individual Departments and in compliance with 
the maximum occupancy capacity identified for each 
office. 

Where possible, inbound hour flexibility has also 
been expanded to allow for better home-work bal-
ancing.
In general, this “new” work organisation has contrib-
uted to the consolidation of the relationship of trust 
between the Company and its employees, who have 
responded with dedication and cooperation.

HUMAN CAPITAL

WORK ORGANISATION

HEALTH AND SAFETY

Valsoia considers health 
and safety in the workplace to 
be its fundamental duty,
an integral part of its activities 
and a strategic commitment to 
the Company’s broader goals. 
To this end, Valsoia has drawn up a dedicated Poli-
cy for safety and health at work that translates into 
making available human, instrumental and economic 
resources in order to ensure compliance with cur-
rent legislation, prevent any situations of non-com-
pliance and raise awareness among its staff in a logic 
of cooperation. 
This policy has resulted in the adoption of a Safety 
Management System, based on INAIL Guidelines, 
which includes an operating manual to support safe-
ty management and annual audits.

In 2021 the activities to achieve ISO 45001 certi-
fication also continued, in particular the training 
activities linked to the electrical risk with specific 
appointments for URI (Intervention Responsibility 
Unit), PAV (Notified Person), PES (Person with Ex-
pertise), and diagnostics for interventions on sys-
tems and equipment. 

The protection of workers, contractors and visitors 
is ensured through constant monitoring of work 
environments, the implementation of the best safe-
ty standards on machinery and equipment, and of 
training programmes and information activities. To 
this end, particular attention is paid to the choice 
of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) in order to 
constantly check their efficiency and continuously 
improve their effectiveness in order to ensure higher 
levels of protection and comfort. 
Approximately 550 hours of training and education 
relating to health and safety in the workplace were 
delivered in 2021.
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ACCIDENTS AT WORK (No.)

2021 2020 2019

Accidents suffered by employees
(>1 day of absence, excluding commuting 
accidents)

1 0 1

Days lost due to injury
(excluding commuting accidents) 3 0 7

Fatal accidents 0 0 0

Cases of occupational diseases 0 0 0

INJURY FREQUENCY INDEX AT WORK (No.)

2021 2020 2019

Injury Frequency Index (no.) 
(per million hours worked) 4.13 4.07 4.17

ACCIDENT SEVERITY INDEX (PER THOUSAND HOURS WORKED)

2021 2020 2019

Accident Severity Index (no.) 
(per thousand hours worked) 0.01 0.15 0.03

3 Injury Frequency Index (IF): number of accidents/hours worked x 1,000,000 hours worked
4 Accident Severity Index (per thousand hours worked): total number of days of absence due to accident/hours worked x 1,000
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Covid-19 Emergency Management Measures

With particular reference to the management of the 
Covid-19 emergency, the Company has first of all 
adopted all the necessary measures to ensure the 
continuity of production, but also the appropriate 
procedures necessary for the continuity of on-site 
activities, where necessary (adoption of ad hoc pro-
tocols, acquisition of specific PPE - Personal Protec-
tive Equipment, temperature measurement, acrylic 
partitions, etc.). In order to maintain adequate social 
distancing within the premises, some spaces were 
also redesigned and, at the Bologna headquarters, 
new offices were added in an adjoining building.

On October 15, 2021, when the Green Pass require-
ment to access workplaces went into effect, the 
Company implemented differentiated procedures 
for internal and external personnel.

As far as the Serravalle facility, the Safety Team, with 
the help of qualified partners, performed risk assess-
ments and implemented the necessary containment 
measures and plant modifications.

Indices for Measuring Accident Trends 

Valsoia monitors accident trends, with particular reference to the Serravalle Sesia (VC) production facility, 
through a series of indices, the most significant of which are the Frequency Index (IF)3 and the Severity Index 
(IG)4.
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Currently, Valsoia’s offer includes 
a wide range of plant-based 
products as well as “traditional 
foods”, for breakfast-to-dinner 
consumption

Within the different markets and product segments, 
the Company operates under different brands and 
uses different raw materials; the expansion of the 
product range occurred in conjunction with the de-
velopment and introduction of new brands. 

In 2020, Valsoia made its entry into the food supple-
ments sector by proposing, for the GDO (large-scale 
retail trade) channel, a complete line of 100% natu-
ral plant-based supplements that meet the needs of 
consumers, including vegetarians, who pay attention 
to their lifestyle and daily well-being.

THE WIDE RANGE OF VALSOIA PRODUCTS

The entire line, which is the result of the collabora-
tion between Giellepi Health & Science laboratories 
and Valsoia’s Research and Development Team, in-
cludes 9 products that cover the 6 main market cate-
gories: cardiovascular system (2 products), strength-
ening of immune defences, multivitamin, intestinal 
wellness, body cleansing and weight management.

On https://valsoiaintegratorivegetali.it/ website, 
consumers can access the “Fit Living” section, con-
taining in-depth information, news and suggestions 
for achieving their natural well-being.
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Valsoia has always placed the consumer and brands 
at the centre of its work.
Great attention is paid to the dynamics of lifestyles 
and consumption, market trends and competition. 

Even the innovation process originates from the 
markets and the consumer and follows a structured 
flow that includes steps ranging from concept test-
ing to the production of the final product.

Instantly soluble liquid sweetener, both cold and 
hot, with no added flavours. No after-taste. It is 
not altered by high temperatures and, for this 
reason, it is ideal to prepare desserts.
All the goodness of a zero-calorie dessert.

Loriana is the piadina par excellence, born in Forlì 
in 1973.
The original recipe is prepared with Romagna 
wheat flour and lots of love.
Loriana: passion for piadina.

Santa Rosa offers high quality jams.
True jam forever.

It is a line of products created using only Italian 
tomatoes, which are carefully selected and pro-
cessed based on the exclusive “Sapore crudo” 
[raw flavour] recipe, which ensures that the char-
acteristics of the tomato remain unchanged after 
harvesting.
All the flavour of raw tomato.

Weetabix offers a wide range of wellness break-
fast cereals. Produced by Weetabix Food Com-
pany, a historic English company, Weetabix 
products are loved around the world. In Italy dis-
tribution is exclusively entrusted to Valsoia.

Crunchy cocoa and vanilla cereal with Oreo® 
granola, one of the world’s most beloved and 
consumed food brands. In Italy, distribution is en-
trusted exclusively to Valsoia by Weetabix Food 
Company.
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APPROACH TO THE MARKET
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Valsoia offers a broad range of plant-based prod-
ucts, for the entire family. Valsoia products allow 
a healthy, varied and flavourful diet, every day.
Everyday Yes to Valsoia.

Valsoia has created a range of Plant based Food 
Supplements. Know-how, research and quality of 
raw materials guarantee the efficacy of the active 
ingredients to help in the treatment of small ail-
ments that can alter our well-being. 
100% Natural Ingredients.

With its nutritious and tasty recipe, Vitasoya 
Soyadrink is the ideal drink to keep fit and eat 
well: excellent at breakfast (alone or with coffee, 
cocoa and cereals) or at any time of the day, and 
perfect to prepare your plant-besed recipes.
Vitasoya: Vitality and Wellness.

Naturattiva offers many plant-based specialities, 
made with soy and rice, and exclusively with or-
ganically grown ingredients.
Good by nature.
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Valsoia is the pioneer of plant-based products in the 
Italian market.

The initial choice of soy bean as raw material is due 
to its nutritional and healthy properties, and its ver-
satility, as it allows the production of a wide range 
of plant based products, with a high protein content 
and, therefore, can be used as a replacement for an-
imal based products. 
Valsoia’s plant based offer is now very wide and ex-
tended to products from different plant based bases 

(almond, rice, oat, cashew, coconut, etc...). Soy bean, 
in particular, plays an important role in the health 
food thanks to its properties that are widely re-
cognised by the international scientific community, 
including the ability to contribute to the reduction 
of cholesterol and menopausal symptoms, as well as 
protection from osteoporosis. Being a natural sub-
stitute for cow’s milk also makes soy beverages high-
ly recommended for lactose intolerant individuals.
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SERVING CONSUMERS
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How to Select Valsoia products

The website https://www.valsoia.it/prodotti fea-
tures section “How to Select the Products”, in which 
customers with food intolerances and with specific 
health requirements can search for the right prod-
ucts.

Each product is detailed in a dedicated data sheet, 
which can be accessed through the appropriate link. 

It is possible to learn about: product characteristics, 
ingredients, main nutritional values, size and packag-
ing, department in which the product is available on 
supermarket shelves, and information about intoler-
ances and allergies.

The website also includes sections entitled “Valsoia 
Vegetarian Recipes” and “Wellness Menus”.

The section “Valsoia Vegetarian Recipes” contains a 
recipe book full of ideas for a tasty and vegetarian 
cuisine. Each recipe is the result of a collaboration 
among chefs and nutrition specialists, because it is 
well known how important a correct and balanced 
daily diet is for the well-being of the whole family. 

Each recipe contains the nutrition chart per serving, 
to keep tabs on carbohydrates, fat and calories. 

The section “Wellness Menus” makes available to 
consumers a booklet containing 30 daily menus 
studied for a correct and balanced plant based diet.
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Commitment to Offer Nutritionally Balanced Products

The complex social and health 
crisis engendered by the Covid 
emergency has placed at the 
centre of public interests the 
need to ensure global 
development that promotes 
virtuous systems for human 
health and the environment. 
Never before as in this period, 
is there the need to chart 
a global response in terms of 
development in the medium
and long-term for food security 
and nutrition. 

Under the 2030 Agenda, one of the Sustainable De-
velopment Goals is SDG 3 (Health and Wellness), 
which aims to ensure healthy living and promote 
well-being for everybody, at all ages, with particu-
lar reference to dietary patterns and the agri-food 
system.

With the aim of making a concrete contribution to 
these global challenges, Valsoia has always been 
committed to offering consumers tasty, nutritionally 
balanced products from responsible supply chains.

Significant investments in research and develop-
ment activities have made it possible to improve the 
nutritional profile and obtain a better lipid profile of 
the product lines. New products have been intro-
duced and many existing products have been refor-
mulated in order to increase the content of proteins, 
polyunsaturated fatty acids5, inulin (pre-biotic fibre), 
live cultures and vitamins, while also reducing the 
contents of sugars, total fats and saturated fats (the 
latter being considered more harmful to the body 
than unsaturated fats).

All nutritional reformulations were made without 
changing the taste of foods already appreciated by 
consumers.
Valsoia has always paid great attention to independ-
ent scientific studies conducted in Europe, the Unit-
ed States and Asia, in order to investigate the effects 
of consuming low-glycaemic foods and diets rich in 
nutritionally balanced ingredients on certain param-
eters such as glycaemic response, cardiovascular risk 
factors and body weight.

5 Polyunsaturated fats are better known as omega-3 and omega-6. But they are two particular fats: they are not produced naturally by 
the body, but must be taken with food and, for this reason, are defined “essential”. Both are not as present on Italian tables than we think, 
despite playing a preventive action in heart health. The Umberto Veronesi Foundation Institute has conducted research showing that high 
levels of omega-3 (measured in blood) can reduce the risk of heart attack by 65% and, in the case of omega-6, by up to 85%.
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Diete.Tic is a liquid sugar-alternative sweetener with an exclusive patented formula, designed to meet the need 
to sweeten without compromising taste. 
Its liquid form with no added flavours is instantly soluble in hot and cold drinks, so it is quite practical to use. 
Its resistance to high temperatures makes it ideal in the preparation of desserts and cakes.

Sugar Reduction and Healthy Alternatives to Sugar

At the end of 2017, Valsoia began to operate on the 
alternative sweeteners market after the acquisition 
of Diete.Tic, the market leader in this segment.

In 2019, Valsoia launched a project that involves the 
progressive reduction of added sugars in some of 
its product lines (beverages) and the launch of new 
product lines with reduced sugar content (light jams 
and oat spread), and sugar-free content in plant-
based beverages (sugar-free oat, rice and almond).

From 2015 to 2020, Valsoia reduced the total con-
tent of added sugars in the beverage line by 20%, 
a trend that the Company intends to pursue in the 
coming years.
For 2022, the Company has set for itself the objec-
tive of increasing the level of penetration of Diete.
Tic products, in order to promote its use by consum-
ers.
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Taking a Firm Stance. No GMO

Since its inception, Valsoia has 
made the choice of using only 
soy beans from non-GMO 
plants, as clearly declared on the 
packaging of all products.

The procedures put in place to this end are very rig-
orous, not only at the time of purchase of raw ma-
terials, but also along the entire production chain 
until delivery of the finished product to consumers, 
in order to prevent GMO ingredients from becoming 
part of the products.

Milk-, Dairy- and Gluten-Free Diet

Valsoia does not use cow’s milk or milk derivatives in the formulation of its products. The entire production 
chain is supervised and controlled in order to avoid contamination by cow’s milk, from the purchase of raw 
materials to the production and packaging of the finished products.
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PRODUCT QUALITY AND SAFETY

Product quality and safety are essential aspects of Valsoia’s commercial success. In order to obtain excellent 
results, the Company applies, through the Technical Department operating in the Serravalle Sesia (VC) produc-
tion facility, a Food Safety Management System, based on strict principles and corporate strategies.

GUARANTEE THAT 
THE  

SAFETY AND 
HEALTH OF PRODUCTS

 ARE PRESERVED

RATIONALISATION OF
 BUSINESS MANAGEMENT 

AND PRODUCTION 
ACTIVITIES

RELIABILITY 
OF SUPPLIERS

RESPECT AND PROTECTION 
OF THE ENVIRONMENT

RESPECT OF 
ETHICAL-SOCIAL STANDARDS

COMMITMENT TO MEETING 
CUSTOMER REQUIREMENTS

Food Safety 
Management System.
Critical Analysis Plan 

for the protection of the safety and 
health requirements of products.

Compliance with the requirements 
of IFS standards.

Staff training 
in food safety.

Electronic management of 
information and relevant data.

Annual investment and Development 
Plans preparation.

Compliance with the requirements of 
IFS standards.

Staff training 
in food safety.

Collection of technical information of 
purchased raw materials.

Supplier qualification and control 
through risk assessment methodologies.

Collection of sorted waste by qualified 
external companies.

Reuse of 
processing by-products (OKARA) 

in the livestock supply chain.
Energy Certification 

(Energy Management System)

Respect and protection of Privacy.

Impartiality and equal opportunity.

Compliance and enforcement of 
workplace safety.

Enhancement and training of 
human resources.

Safe Work Environment.

Market analysis of  
consumer taste.

Development of new products that 
meet consumers’ needs.

Each principle is associated with qualitative and quantitative performance objectives and indicators, system-
atically verified through rigorous monitoring procedures and continuous improvement plans, carried out in the 
context of Food Safety System Review activities.
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Certifications

In 2016, Valsoia was awarded IFS6 Certification, 
food management system and food chain quality 
standard.

As far as soy raw material is concerned, Valsoia has 
chosen not to use genetically modified soy. For this 
reason, it has put in place special control procedures 
that involve the careful selection of suppliers and 
GMO analysis of all batches of raw materials pur-
chased which contain or are derived from soy beans 
and corn. 

In 2021, the Company retained its IFS Certification 
at HIGH level, thus ensuring high accuracy and qual-
ity of food controls carried out on products.

In order to offer more guarantees to consumers re-
garding the Non-GMO label, Valsoia has obtained 
the Non-GMO Product Certification7, which cur-
rently covers soy and corn.

The figure shows the activities that Valsoia system-
atically carries out to increase the level of safety for 
consumers.

Valsoia’s Quality Assurance Department reports to the Technical Department and conducts systematic pre-
vention activities towards Co-Packers on the basis of product specifications accurately detailed in Technical 
Specifications.

INSPECTION OF 
RAW MATERIALS 

PURCHASED

6 IFS Food Standard (Level HIGH), a quality standard for the food chain.
7 DTP 030, Cert. No. 2142 first issued on December 19, 2003
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On each internal and external production batch, targeted allergen analysis is carried out according to the risk 
analysis, as declared on product labels.

The analyses aim to ensure the absence of allergens (including gluten) in accordance with current legislation on 
labelling, Reg. EC 1169/11, and to protect all allergic consumers.

Prevention Activities towards Co-Packers

The Technical Direction Team conducts systematic prevention activities towards Co-Packers on the basis of 
product guidelines accurately detailed within Technical Specifications.
In particular, the Technical Specifications detail the requirements for the products shown in the figure.

MICROBIOLOGICAL 
AND PATHOGENIC 
MICROORGANISMS 
STABILITY (ABSENCE 
OF PATHOGENIC 
MICROORGANISMS 
AND THEIR TOXINS)

CONTAMINANTS 
AND PESTICIDES

ASPECT, 
CONSISTENCY, 

TASTE, 
SMELLALLERGENS
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TRAINING HOURS AS OF 12/31

2021 2020 2019

Total hours of Food Safety Training 28 15.5 12 

PRODUCT INNOVATIONS

EMPATHY

INNOVATION
PROCESS
CONCEPT

DEFINE

IDEATEPROTOTYPE

TEST

SOCIAL AND RELATIONAL CAPITAL

Training as a Strategic Factor

In 2021, a total of 28 hours of training on Food Safety issues were delivered to employees both in-house and 
at external training institutions; training was also delivered on dedicated ad hoc food safety themes. 

Product quality and safety are essential aspects of 
Valsoia’s commercial success. In order to obtain ex-
cellent results, the Company applies, through the 
Technical Department operating in the Serravalle 
Sesia (VC) production facility, a Food Safety Man-
agement System, based on strict principles and cor-
porate strategies.

• The research and development of new 100% 
plant-based food products, which represent the 
plant based alternative to existing products of 
animal origin, with high nutritional properties 
and good organoleptic characteristics; together 

with new launches in the market of jams, alterna-
tives to sugar and piadina;

• improvement and development in terms of taste 
and/or nutritional or health properties of prod-
ucts already in the portfolio; research for the pur-
pose of improving raw materials and/or semi-fin-
ished products from which finished products are 
derived; 

• research to evaluate improvements in perceived 
product quality, using panels of trained judges 
and consumer testing.
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PACKAGING

COMMUNITY RELATIONS

Packaging represents one of Valsoia’s areas of atten-
tion. In this regard, the Company launched the Val-
soia Plastic Reduction initiative in June 2020, setting 
up an internal cross-functional working group.
In terms of sustainability, packaging is instrumental 
in preserving the useful life of products, extending 
their life and consequently reducing the likelihood 

that they will not be consumed8. 

Valsoia has further investigated and evaluated a va-
riety of options for the packaging of its products, 
focusing on the potential use of plastic materials 
obtained from post-consumption, in view of the cir-
cular economy.

Valsoia responsibly assumes an active role of sup-
port and collaboration towards the territories and 
communities in which it operates.
Valsoia’ commitment to the community is brought to 
fruition through: 

• donations, aimed at facing temporary challenges 
for land and people, which may engender vulner-
ability from the economic and social points of 
view;

• sponsorships, in support of projects with a posi-
tive impact on the country. 

In 2021, the Company has allocated a budget of 
approximately 220 thousand Euro to social invest-
ments, of which: 

• 72% is made up of investments towards the 
community in the cultural, social and scientific 
fields, entailing long-term plans and/or strategic 
partnerships with significant amounts. This is a 
stable amount that constitutes the most signifi-
cant part of the corporate charitable donations, 
demonstrating a commitment oriented towards 
long-term partnerships that can bring real bene-
fit and value for the country;

• 21% is made up of commercial initiatives (spon-
sorships) that contribute to social causes, while 

also promoting Valsoia’s business;

• the remaining 7% is constituted by small-amount 
donations that are occasional in nature.

Stable collaborations and partnerships include those 
with the Bologna Festival Association, the Casa dei 
Risvegli Luca de Nigris and the Centro San Domen-
ico in Bologna, the ICA Milan Foundation and the 
Banco Alimentare Onlus Foundation.
Valsoia donated part of its products on the occasion 
of the National Food Collection Day, for 25 years the 
most popular solidarity event in Italy. 

Among the non-recurring but certainly important 
partnerships in 2020 we cite those with the S. Orso-
la Hospital in Bologna, in support of the Covid emer-
gency, and, in 2021, with the Piccolo Teatro in Milan.
One of the latest partnerships concerns the support 
to the project “Cucine Popolari” [Popular Kitchens] 
by the CiviBo Association of Bologna, which carries 
out voluntary work intended as an expression of par-
ticipation, solidarity and pluralism, predominantly to 
socially distressed parties.
Sponsorships include the recurring one with San 
Patrignano and the one, in 2021, for the production 
of the film “The Young Corsair. Pasolini in Bologna”.

8 Food packaging continuously evolves and its functions are becoming increasingly more diversified and integrated: to protect food from 
the environment and the environment from food, to convey information to consumers and to perform the functions of preservation, trans-
port and distribution of products in a sustainable manner.
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Energy 
Management 

System

EMS

ISO 50001:2018

(thousand GJ/year)
 Energy consumption 

of the organisation 

371approx.50 9.9  5,380

(thousand m3/year)
Use of Water in 

Production Processes

(Kg/ton) 
Quantity of waste per tons 
of product produced at the 

facility

(ton/year) 
 Quantity of production 

by-products 
 reused

SUSTAINABILITY 
REPORT 
2021
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MANAGEMENT OF DIRECT AND INDIRECT 
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS

Valsoia has identified the following material aspects to assess the environmental impacts resulting from its 
activities:

to reduce energy consumption associated with the various components of the production processes at 
the Serravalle (VC) facility;

and monitoring of gas used in the cold chain;

for the reduction of environmental impacts and the protection of safety at work;

related to the use of water in production processes, and waste water treatment and monitoring of 
discharges to surface water bodies.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

CONTROL OF EMISSIONS INTO THE ATMOSPHERE9

SANITISER MANAGEMENT

USE AND MANAGEMENT OF WATER RESOURCES AND 
BIODIVERSITY PROTECTION

The main risks linked to environmental protection 
therefore concern the lack of energy efficiency ac-
tions and consequent increase in energy costs, the 
impacts deriving from atmospheric emissions of CO 
and NOx10, from the use of sanitisers, and, finally, 
from water discharges onto surface water bodies.
Consequently, it is necessary to constantly monitor 
the production facility’s energy consumption and 
performance indicators, keep CO2 and NOx emis-
sions into the atmosphere under control, monitor 
the circulation of NH3 gas used in the cold chain, 
control the use of sanitisers, and, finally, monitor wa-
ter discharges into surface water bodies. 

The Company has surveyed and classified all oper-
ational risks related to production processes within 
the General Risk Assessment Document (G.R.D.), 
updated in 2018. The document is linked to the spe-
cific, regularly updated G.R.D., drawn up to manage 
all the areas of risk envisaged within the Production 
facility.
In 2021, as in previous years, no environmental inci-
dents were reported.

9 Atmospheric emissions are produced by steam generators and the hot water generator used in the production processes at the Serravalle 
Sesia (VC) facility.
10 The term NOx is used generically to refer to the two most important nitrogen oxides in air pollution, i.e., nitrogen oxide NO and nitrogen 
dioxide NO2 which are normally generated during combustion using air.
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11 EPI - Energy Performance Index.

Environmental issues are managed by the Technical Department, which includes the Plant Manager, Quality 
Assurance, Quality Control and the Research and Development Team. 

The Plant Manager reports to the Technical Director, with the exception of the Safety, for which directly the 
Chief Executive Officer is responsible.

ENERGY EFFICIENCY

In 2010, Valsoia 
adopted the ISO 50001:2011 
standards as a Management 
System for energy saving, 
energy efficiency and the 
improvement of energy 
performance overall, 
key objectives to maintain 
corporate competitiveness.
The Energy Management System is extended to the 
production unit of Serravalle Sesia (VC), with regard 
to the energy uses of the production plants, offices 
and internal areas of the production unit. 
The Bologna office is excluded from the EMS.

This certification was born of the need to monitor 
all the energy indices (EPI11) of the facility, in order 
to monitor and optimise consumption in the various 
stages of processing and production.

The Technical Management Team monitors energy 
consumption, through daily, weekly and monthly 
reports, containing the main and most significant 
energy indicators (EPI), which are submitted to the 
General Management.

The same team performs an annual Internal Audit, 
followed by an External Audit conducted by a Cer-
tification Body.

In 2020, the Energy Management System (EMS) 
made the transition to the new edition of ISO 
50001:2018 and the audit performed by the certifi-
cation body was successful. Valsoia has demonstrat-
ed that it is an organisation committed to the imple-
mentation of the EMS, used as a management tool 
and applied operationally. The technical expertise of 
the Energy Team members has effectively achieved 
energy consumption optimisation. The entire man-
agement structure is motivated to achieve real en-
ergy savings goals.
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Energy Policy

Valsoia considers energy saving, energy efficiency and the improvement of overall energy performance as fun-
damental objectives to be pursued in order to support efficiency and business competitiveness.

In order to achieve those objectives, Valsoia is committed to:

Internalising and strengthening its awareness 
of the importance of efficient and correct use 

of energy resources

Ensuring that its Energy Management System 
is appropriate for the scale and type of energy 

use and consumption

Ensuring availability of information, skills and 
technical/management knowledge

Adopting the best available technologies (BTA), 
management solutions, etc... to improve energy 

performance, consistent with the business 
development strategy

Working with its suppliers so that 
they too ensure maximum 

energy efficiency

Progressively improving the Company’s 
performance related to energy use

Ensuring the availability of necessary and 
appropriate human, economic and 

technological resources

Ensuring full compliance with the mandatory 
regulations applicable to all energy-related 

issues

Ensuring the periodic review of the system 
and adherence to the timeline related to 

planned improvement actions

Disseminating and raising awareness among all 
staff, according to role and function, in order 
to empower and share the benefits of more 

efficient energy management
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(1) The values of consumption of electricity from renewable sources recorded for the Serravalle Sesia (VC) production facility are obtained 
by adding the consumption of the photovoltaic plant to the portion of renewable energy supplied by the Energy Manager. The same calcu-
lation criterion has also been applied to the Bologna Headquarters.

ORGANIZATION’S ENERGY CONSUMPTION (GJ) AS OF DEC 31.

2021 2020 2019

Consumption of non-renewable fuels

Natural gas (Methane)  34,337.032 34,174.059 31,115.01

Electricity

From non-renewable sources 
(Production Facility in Serravalle Sesia) 9,216.84 9,281.27 8,127.83

From non-renewable sources 
(Bologna Headquarters)  233.95 268.16 282.21

From renewable sources
 (Production Facility in Serravalle Sesia)(1)  6,022.88 6,041.4 5,357.27

From renewable sources 
(Bologna Headquarters)(1) 143.88 164.3 172.90

Total 49,954.58 49,929.19 45,055.22

NATURAL CAPITAL

Energy Model of the Facility

The Energy Model has been defined in the context 
of the EMS, by identifying the relevant components 
of the Energy Structure of the Facility: Main Activ-
ities (ESL-Rice Extracts, ERL/AVENA-Rice Extracts, 

Ice Cream), Ancillary Services (Compressed Air, Pow-
er Plant-Electrical Uses, Wells, Ammonia Compres-
sion, Thermal Plant), and General Services (Heating).

Energy consumption of the organisation

Energy consumption at the Serravalle Sesia facility is 
both electrical and thermal.
The departments involved are those of plant based 
raw material extraction (soy/rice/oats) and the ice 
cream production. 

The extracts production department conducts hot 
production with a high consumption of thermal en-
ergy (in addition to the electrical energy used to op-
erate each single machines); vice versa the ice cream 

production mainly consumes electrical energy, nec-
essary for the operation of compressors12.
A residual 10% of the thermal energy produced by 
the facility is used to pasteurise13 the mixtures used 
in the production of ice cream.
The following table shows the organisation’s energy 
consumption expressed in GJ14.

12 Compressors are used to generate the cold energy indispensable for the production of ice cream and its preservation.
13 Heat treatment necessary for the removal of undesirable micro-organisms in the finished product.
14 The following conversion factors were used to calculate the organisation’s energy consumption expressed in GJ: Natural Gas Conversion 
Factor (DEFRA 2021) GJ/mc=0.036024, Electricity Conversion Factor GJ/KWh=0.0036.
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Inside the plant, there is a small photovoltaic sys-
tem built in 2011, with a power of 100 KW peak 
in self-consumption. In the year 2021, it generated 
98,522.4 kWh.

In the year 2021, key energy efficiency achieve-
ments were achieved in the plant-based beverage 
extraction area (oats/rice) and steam generators. For 
both cases it was the result of careful management 

of production after a proper analysis of specific con-
sumption at various stages. This has led to a 5% re-
duction in electricity consumption in the beverage 
extraction plant (rice/oats) and a 6% reduction in 
methane consumption compared to the amount of 
steam produced, thus reducing losses of the steam 
produced during production.

ATMOSPHERIC EMISSIONS AND COLD CHAIN 
MONITORING

Atmospheric Emissions

Atmospheric emissions concern fuel gas and any 
dust produced by food processing, and are created 
by the steam generators and the hot water gener-
ator used in production processes at the Serravalle 
Sesia (VC) facility.

The Company has assessed these risks and defined 
the appropriate mitigation actions, adopting a series 
of specific prescriptions. 

In 2015, the Company obtained the Single Environ-
mental Authorisation (AUA), which authorises at-
mospheric emissions through the adoption of strin-
gent specific requirements.

Valsoia has in place a maintenance contract, re-
newed annually, with the companies that supply the 
generators15, which provides for the rigorous moni-
toring of CO (carbon monoxide) and NO2 (nitrogen 
oxide) emissions as reference control parameters re-
quired by current legislation.

Atmospheric emissions means “any solid, liquid, or gaseous substance introduced into the atmosphere that 
may cause atmospheric pollution” and “ducted emission means the emission of an effluent made through 
one or more designated points.”

Atmospheric emissions represent one of the issues with greatest environmental impact generated by in-
dustrial plants, and are regulated by Part V of Legislative Decree no. 152/2006 (Consolidated Environ-
mental Act), which deals with their prevention and limitation. In particular, Art. 269 of Legislative Decree 
no. 152/2006, paragraph 1, envisages that all establishments that produce emissions into the atmosphere 
must obtain a specific authorisation.

15 At the Serravalle facility, there are 3 heat generators, 2 of which used for the production of steam necessary for extraction processes and 
for the preparation of semi-finished ice-cream products, and 1 used to generate hot water necessary to maintain some raw materials at a 
controlled temperature, and to serve some departments.
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Cold Chain Monitoring

Valsoia constantly monitors the refrigeration plant 
and all its connected components, as well as the 
refrigerant gas used in the cold chain, by means of 
specific safety measures installed on the machinery, 
on the equipment connected to it and on the distri-
bution lines of a variety of equipment that requires 
refrigerant fluid.

The cold chain is a closed-loop manufacturing pro-
cess, and, therefore, does not have a health and safe-
ty impact on workers. As required by current regu-
lations, the components related to cold production 
are constantly monitored through checks on safety 
valves, on the integrity of the equipment, and mag-

netoscopic or acoustic inspections conducted by 
accredited bodies. At the same time, all the people 
in charge of plant management, in addition to being 
licensed to operate, are subject to constant health 
surveillance, education and training.

As an additional guarantee of the perfect conditions 
of plant efficiency and surveillance, Valsoia’s Tech-
nical Management has entered into a maintenance 
contract with a specialised company with 24/7 call-
out.

SANITISER MANAGEMENT

A new facility with an 
automated, centralised sanitiser 
management system was put 
in operation in February 2021.

This has led to significant improvements both in 
terms of the environment, with the elimination of 
plastic, and in terms of safety at work, with the re-
duction of the specific chemical risk for each task 
and the significant reduction of manual handling of 
loads.

USE AND MANAGEMENT OF WATER 
RESOURCES AND BIODIVERSITY PROTECTION

Valsoia uses two proprietary wells from which water 
is collected from a depth of about 40-60 metres. 
One of the two wells provides potable water from 
the source16, while the other water that is made po-
table through specific treatment. Microbiological 
analyses of the latter water source, are performed 
periodically on a frequent basis.
The water collected is used in all the activities car-

ried out by the Company, whether they are produc-
tive, for technological use or for plant services.
Approximately 371,000 cubic metres of water per 
year are used, extracted by pumps that record an 
energy consumption of 0.53 KW/cubic metre of ex-
tracted water. 
The following table shows annual water consump-
tion details, broken down by type of use.

16 A potability analysis is performed periodically, in accordance with the previsions of the competent LHA.
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WATER CONSUMPTION (COLLECTION CM/YEAR) AS OF DECEMBER 31

2021 %

Processing activities and technological use

Production of semi-finished products 40,000

Steam Generation 46,000

Technological use (compressors cooling) 86,000

Total processing activities and technological use 172,000 46%

Plant Services

Sanitisation of production facilities, washing, defrosting 199,000

Total sanitisation of production facilities and general cleaning 199,000 54%

Total 371,000 100%

As can be seen from the table, 46% of water re-
sources are used for manufacturing processes and 
technological purposes, while the remaining 54% is 
used to sanitise production facilities, washing and 
de-icing processes.

Part of the water used to cool the compressors 
(technological use) is recovered and sent to the 
evaporative towers, as needed for the completion of 
the condensation phase of the refrigerant gas; the 
remaining part is discharged into surface water and 
naturally reintegrated into the environment.
Water defined as waste water from plant services 
(199,000 cubic metres/year), is sent to the Consor-
tium for waste water disposal.
Valsoia has obtained a Single Environmental Au-
thorisation (AUA)17 for the discharge of waste wa-

ter from processing (collected by a water treatment 
consortium) and water for technological use18.

The water resources used for the production pro-
cesses, for technological purposes and purification 
are constantly monitored both through analyses 
performed by accredited external laboratories and 
through internal control systems, paying particular 
attention to the portion of water used for cooling 
the refrigeration compressors and reintroduced into 
surface water bodies. 

This steps are important to avoid the release of sub-
stances harmful to aquatic fauna and flora.

NATURAL CAPITAL

17 Issued by the Single Desk for Production Activities of Serravalle Sesia (VC).
18 Water for technology use is monitored by immersion sensors with surface discharge.
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CARBON FOOTPRINT

Water Consumption Optimisation Initiatives

In 2021, Valsoia launched a feasibility study, current-
ly near completion, that will involve innovation in 
the defrosting process of the refrigerated cars in the 
refrigerated warehouses. This innovation consists in 
exploiting the existing refrigeration gas coming from 
the outlet of the cooling cycle, at a temperature of 
about 80°C, and injecting it directly into the cooling 
cars.  

This process offers the following advantages: it is no 
longer necessary to collect water from wells for this 
operation, thus achieving higher efficiency resulting 
from the use of existing heat from the refrigeration 
gas.

An additional indirect benefit consists in the reduc-
tion of water collection from wells for this operation, 
thus producing a saving in water consumption es-
timated at 8,000 cubic metres/year, equal to 2.6%. 
In addition to lower water consumption, there will 
also be an increase in the efficiency of the defrosting 
process, and, consequently, a reduction in energy 
consumption for the recovery of degrees lost during 
the defrost phase.

In recent years, environmental issues have become increasingly central to the international debate. With it, 
the concept of Carbon Footprint has become increasingly important, when considering the future of our Planet.

The greenhouse gases just mentioned are present in the Earth's atmosphere and can regulate the Planet’s 
global temperature. In fact, they can accumulate inside the Earth’s atmosphere a part of the thermal energy 
coming from the Sun, allowing radiation to penetrate and hindering the exit of the infrared radiation that is 
re-emitted from the Earth’s surface.

The effect that these particular gases generate is called the “greenhouse effect”, which plays a decisive role 
in determining the best conditions for living on planet Earth. However, human actions over the years have 
led to a great increase of greenhouse gases on Earth, causing an alteration of the thermal balance of the 
Planet due its overheating. This process generated and continues to generate devastating consequences 
for the environment and climate.

The Carbon Footprint is a particular measure, generally expressed in tons of carbon dioxide equivalent 
(tCO2e), which indicates the total greenhouse gas emissions associated directly or indirectly with a product, 
service, organisation, event, or individual. The carbon footprint can be used to determine the impact that 
emissions have on those climate changes whose origin is anthropogenic (i.e., man-made).
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19 UNI EN ISO 14040:2021, Environmental management - Life Cycle Assessment - Principles and framework.
20 UNI EN ISO 14044:2021, Environmental Management - Life Cycle Assessment - Requirements and Guidelines.
21 PCR 2019:10 “Prepared and Preserved Plant based and Fruit Products, including Juice”.

In 2021 Valsoia, in collaboration with a specialised 
partner, launched a Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) 
analysis of the Valsoia Beverage line (rice, oats, soy, 
almond, coconut, walnut), with the objective of as-
sessing the environmental impacts according to the 
requirements of the ISO 1404019 and ISO 1404420 
technical standards and PCR 2019:1021; the assess-
ment entails the analysis of the life cycle of beverag-
es packaged in one or more sizes of the Environment 
Line and Fresh Line.
Specifically, the LCA study will examine a total of 19 
products. The reference unit of analysis is 1 litre of 
beverage packaged in its own format.

The scope of the assessment will be “cradle-to-grave” 
and include the phases of cultivation, production of 
the raw material, packaging, distribution to end cus-
tomers, transportation, refrigeration of the beverage 
to consumers, and, finally, the end-of-life disposal of 
the primary packaging of the beverage. 

The LCA (Life Cycle Assessment) methodology al-
lows the identification and calculation of all the in-
put/output flows of materials and energy that come 
into play during the single phases of a product’s life.
The LCA study will be used internally and undergo 
third-party verification in 2022.

WASTE MANAGEMENT

Valsoia condemns illegal waste trafficking in any 
form, promoting instead the strict observance of the 
law, also in relation to communication requirements, 
bookkeeping and the storage of forms, certificates, 
waste classification and, in general, any waste-re-
lated documentation.

Waste management (including the collection, trans-
port, recovery, disposal, trade and intermediation of 
waste) is carried out in strict compliance with the 

law, the prescribed permits and through authorised 
companies. 

During 2021, following the new provisions of Law 
41/2021 on waste, which set the deadline of May 
31 as the date by which the Company had to select a 
provider for the management of its municipal waste, 
Valsoia undertook a series of actions aimed at man-
aging waste in accordance with the law and in an ef-
ficient manner.
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The information provided in the above table has been determined on the basis of actual data for the Serravalle 
facility.

(*) Values refer to the Serravalle Production Facility 

WASTE AS OF DECEMBER 31 (KG) (*)

2021 2020 2019

Total waste (non-hazardous + hazardous) 331,210 372,297 350,527

NATURAL CAPITAL

Law 41/2021 set a deadline of May 31 for companies to formally communicate their waste disposal, in 
accordance with the following criteria: 

• Waste coming from processing, warehouses, transit areas, with conferment to third-party private pro-
viders only.

• Waste from canteens, services, locker rooms and offices with the option of choosing between public or 
private waste disposal providers.

The collection and disposal of hazardous waste remains unchanged.

In particular, Valsoia commissioned a specialised 
company to conduct a waste audit in order to verify 
the current methods of managing its waste, and to 
identify any improvements to be made. 

On the basis of the evidence that emerged, the 
Company formally terminated the services provided 
by a public operator and identified a new manager 
for collection, identifying two macro-types of special 

waste: waste that cannot be used for consumption 
or processing (EWC Code 020304) and packaging in 
mixed materials and packaging in composite materi-
als (EWC Codes 150106/150105).

The two types of waste are sorted on site through 
a compacting container and a closed container for 
wet waste.

Waste managed within the Serravalle Sesia Facility is classified as:

HAZARDOUS WASTE 
spent oils (mineral oil scraps for engines, gears, 
and lubrication), chemical containers, neon and 
other, collected in a special drum with a con-

tainment basin. 

NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE 
cardboard packaging, plastics, mixed materials, 

organic matter waste from soy beans (okara) 
and from rice and oats (okira), printer toner 

cartridges.

In 2021, waste generation amounted to 331,210 kg, down from 2020 (-11.1%). 
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NON-HAZARDOUS WASTE PRODUCTION (KG)

2021 2020 2019

Solid waste recovery from settling tank 73,060 100,000 150,020

Testing materials 55,620 71,020 55,880

Cardboard 59,640 59,070 58,600

Plastic 41,540 46,820 38,100

Wood 15,120 23,380 17,760

Mixed packaging 52,760 45,140 13,920

Electrical appliances 700 5,040 4,820

Ferrous scrap 2,100 2,000 550

Sludge 2,000 5,000 5,000

Mixed construction/demolition waste 27,180

Excavated earth 13,420

Total non-hazardous waste 329,720 370,890 344,650

HAZARDOUS WASTE PRODUCTION (KG)

2021 2020 2019

Chemical containers 50 156

Antifreeze (Glycol) 4,700

Polyurethane 620 500

Neon 10 15 8

Lab 540 252 513

Blotting paper 90 60

Spent oils 800 460

Total Hazardous Waste 1,490 1,407 5,877

NATURAL CAPITAL

The incidence of hazardous waste is 0.4% of the overall total of waste generated.
Finally, considering the quantities of products produced at the Production Facility (Beverages, Ice Creams and 
Fermented Products, Diete.Tic), it is noted that the total amount of waste amounts to approximately 9.9 Kg/
ton.
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REUSE OF PRODUCTION BY-PRODUCTS 

The manufacturing processes 
of soy, rice and oat extracts 
generate organic waste that can 
no longer be reused within the 
Production Facility 

Specifically, in 2021, the production of soy bean 
extract, which is the Facility’s main processing, gen-
erated 4,948 tons of insoluble by-product (okara) 
and 432 tons of rice and oat extracts by-product 
(okira), for a total amount of 5,380 tons.

For some time, Valsoia has been adopting a circu-
lar economy approach, currently conferring these 
quantities to partners that destine by-products to 
livestock use.

In 2021, Valsoia’s Technical Management launched a 
project initiative that aims to explore further possi-
ble solutions for the reuse of its production by-prod-
ucts, such as the generation of biomethane, by ex-
ploiting the methane waste power, and for other 
uses in the livestock sector.

The circular economy is a system in which all activities are organised so that potential waste is continually 
transformed and reused; this model is opposed to the linear economy, in which products have a life cycle 
at the end of which they become waste to be disposed of.

There are many studies and literature which underscore the significance of the contribution of the circular 
economy to emissions reduction.

The European Commission, in its recent Action Plan for the Circular Economy, stresses that a circular econ-
omy model based on reducing and extending the use and re-use of resources and the use of regenerative 
raw materials is crucial to significantly reducing greenhouse gas emissions, as well as achieving energy 
savings and reducing the use of fossil energy.
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GRI PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
GRI Standard Disclosure Title Section Omissions

GRI 102: General Disclosures 2016

Organisational Profile

102-1 Organisation Name Identity - Valsoia at a Glance

102-2 Activities, Brands, Products and Services Identity - Products and Brands, The Divisions
Identity - The Production Model

102-3 Location of Main Offices Identity - The Production Model

102-4 Countries of Operation Identity - Valsoia in the World

102-5 Ownership Structure and Legal Form Identity - Shareholding Structure

102-6 Markets Served Identity - Valsoia in the World

102-7 Organisation Size Identity - Valsoia at a Glance

102-8 Employees and Workers Information Human Capital - Corporate Structure

102-9 Supply Chain Economic Capital - Supply Chain Management

102-12 External Initiatives
Responsible Business Management
Sustainability and Value Creation
Stakeholder Map

102-13 Participation in Associations
Responsible Business Management
Sustainability and Value Creation
Stakeholder Map

Strategy

102-14 Top Management Statement Letter to Stakeholders

102-15 Major Impacts, Risks, and Opportunities Responsible Business Management
Management and Control of Non-Financial Risks

Ethics and Integrity

102-16 Values, Principles, Standards and 
Behavioural Norms

Identity - Mission and Values
Responsible Business Management 
Internal Control Systems

Governance

102-18 Government Structure Responsible Business Management
Responsible Governance

102-21 Stakeholder Consultation with Respect to Eco-
nomic, Environmental, and Social Issues

Responsible Business Management
Sustainability and Value Creation
Stakeholder Map and 
Methods of Involvement

102-22 Composition of the Highest Governing Body 
and its Committees

Responsible Business Management
Corporate Bodies

102-23 Chair of the Highest Governing Body Responsible Business Management
Corporate Bodies

102-25 Conflicts of Interest

Responsible Business Management
Corporate Bodies, Internal Control Systems 
Responsible Business Management
Corporate Bodies
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102-26 Role of the Highest Governing Body in the 
Definition of Goals, Values and Strategies

Responsible Business Management
Corporate Bodies, Organisational Structure

102-30 Effectiveness of the Risk Management Process Responsible Business Management
Management and Control of Non-Financial Risks

Stakeholder Engagement

102-40 List of Stakeholder Groups

Responsible Business Management
Sustainability and Value Creation
Stakeholder Map and 
Methods of Involvement

102-42 Stakeholder Identification and Selection Process

Responsible Business Management
Sustainability and Value Creation
Stakeholder Map and 
Methods of Involvement

102-43 Approach to Stakeholder Engagement

Responsible Business Management
Sustainability and Value Creation
Stakeholder Map and 
Methods of Involvement

Reporting Process

102-45 Parties included in the Consolidated Financial 
Statements Methodology Note

102-46 Defining the Contents of the Report and
Perimeter of Each Issue Methodology Note

102-47 List of Material Issues
Methodology Note - Responsible Business Manage-
ment - Sustainability and Value Creation
Material Themes

102-48 Review of information Methodology Note

102-49 Changes in Reporting Methodology Note

102-50 Reporting Period Methodology Note

102-51 Date of Latest Report Methodology Note

102-52 Reporting Frequency Methodology Note

102-55 GRI Tables GRI Content Index

GRI 200: Economic Standards

Economic Performance

201-1 Direct Economic Value Generated and Distrib-
uted

Economic Capital
Economic Value Generated and Distributed

Purchasing Practices

204-1 Percentage of Spending Concentrated on Local 
Suppliers

Economic Capital - Supply Chain Management 
Fallout in Italy

Corruption Prevention

205-1 Operation Assessed to Prevent the Corruption 
Risk

Responsible Business Management
Internal Control Systems

205-2 Communication and Training on 
Corruption-Prevention Policies and Procedures

Responsible Business Management
Internal Control Systems

205-3 Events of Corruption Identified and 
Remedial Activities Implemented

Responsible Business Management
Internal Control Systems
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Anti-Competitive Conduct

206-1
Legal Action for 
Anti-Competitive Conduct, Antitrust and 
Monopoly Practices

Responsible Business Management
Internal Control Systems

GRI 302: Environmental Standards 

Energy 

302-1 Energy Consumption in 
the Organisation

Natural Capital
Energy consumption of the organisation

302-4 Reducing Energy Consumption  Natural Capital - Energy efficiency

GRI 303: Water and Waste Water 

303-1 Interaction with Water as a Shared Resource Natural Capital - Use and Management of Water 
Resources and Protection of Biodiversity

303-2 Managing Impacts related to 
Water Discharge

Natural Capital - Use and Management of Water 
Resources and Protection of Biodiversity

303-3 Water Collection Natural Capital - Use and Management of Water 
Resources and Protection of Biodiversity

303-4 Water discharge Natural Capital - Use and Management of Water 
Resources and Protection of Biodiversity

303-5 Water Consumption Natural Capital - Use and Management of Water 
Resources and Protection of Biodiversity

GRI 305: Emissions 

305-6 Emission of Ozone-Depleting Substances  Natural Capital - Emissions

305-7 Emission of Nitrogen Oxide (NOx), Sulfur Oxides 
(SOx), and other Significant Emissions  Natural Capital - Emissions

GRI 306 2020: Waste

306-1 Waste Generation and Significant 
Waste-Related Impacts  Natural Capital - Emissions

306-2 Management of Significant 
Waste-Related Impacts  Natural Capital - Waste Management

306-3 Waste Generated  Natural Capital - Waste Management

306-4 Waste not Intended for Disposal  Natural Capital - Waste Management

306-5 Waste for Disposal Natural Capital - Waste Management

GRI 307: Compliance with Environmental Laws 

307-1 Failure to Comply with Environmental Laws and 
Regulations

Natural Capital
Management of Direct and Indirect Environmental 
Impacts
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GRI 308: Supplier Environmental Assessment 

308-1 New Suppliers Evaluated in Accordance with 
Environmental Criteria Economic Capital - Supply Chain Management

GRI 401: Social Standards

Employment 

401-1 Hiring Rate and Staff Turnover Human Capital - Turnover

401-3 Parental Leave Human Capital

Occupational Health and Safety

403-1 Workplace Health and Safety 
Management System Human Capital - Health and Safety

403-2 Hazard Identification, Risk Assessment, and 
Incident Investigation Human Capital - Health and Safety

403-4 Worker Participation and Consultation 
and Health and Safety Communication Human Capital - Health and Safety

403-5 Worker Health 
and Safety Training

Human Capital
Training and Professional Development

403-6 Worker Health Awareness Human Capital
Training and Professional Development

403-8 Workers covered by an Occupational Health and 
Safety Management System Human Capital - Health and Safety

403-9 Accidents at Work Human Capital - Health and Safety

403-10 Occupational Diseases Human Capital - Health and Safety

Training and Education

404-1 Average Annual Training Hours per Employee Human Capital
Training and Professional Development

404-2 Employee Skills Refreshers and Transition Assis-
tance Programmes

Human Capital
Training and Professional Development

404-3
Percentage of Employees who Undergo Periodic 
Job Performance Evaluation and Professional 
Development Training

Human Capital
Training and Professional Development

Diversity and Equal Opportunities

405-1 Employee and Governing 
Bodies Diversity Human Capital - Diversity and Inclusion

Non-discrimination

406-1 Incidents of Discrimination and Corrective Ac-
tions Implemented

Responsible Business Management
Code of Ethics and Model 231

Local Communities

413-1
Activities with Local Community involvement, 
Impact Assessments 
and Development Programmes

Social and Relational Capital
Community Relations
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Social Evaluation of Suppliers

414-1 New Suppliers Evaluated on the Basis of Social 
Criteria

Economic Capital
Human Supply Chain Management
Health and Safety

Consumer Health and Safety

416-2 Non-Compliance Events concerning Products 
and Services with Impacts on Health and Safety

Social and Relational Capital
Product quality and safety

Marketing and Labelling 

417-1 Requirements on Information 
and Labelling of Products and Services

Consumer Privacy

418-1 Corroborated Complaints regarding Customer 
Privacy Breaches and Loss of Customer Data

Responsible Business Management
Cyber Security and 
Personal Data Protection

Socio-Economic Regulatory Compliance 

419-1 Non-compliance with Social and Economic Laws 
and Regulations  Responsible Business Management
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